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Manipulating Environment & Forest
Clearances for Dibang Project: A Deja vu of
LSHP: Will it be a tragedy or a comedy?
Every possible violation of norms,
procedures, law and democratic governance is being committed in pushing clearances for the India’s largest
capacity hydropower project, which
involves India’s highest dam proposed
so far & North East India’s Largest
capacity reservoir: the 3000 MW
Dibang Multi Purpose Project in
Arunachal Pradesh. The players involved in these violations include the
Union government of NDA led by BJP
(UPA earlier), including its cabinet
and Union Ministry of Environment,
Forests and Climate Change
(MEFCC), Ministry of Power, State
government, the project developer
company NHPC Ltd, the Expert Appraisal Committee (EAC) and Forest
Advisory Committee (FAC).

The project will need more than 4700
hectares of biodiversity rich Forest
area with several Schedule I species
in Arunachal Pradesh. It will also
have significant downstream impacts on the people & environment
of Arunachal and Assam and Dibru
Saikhowa National Park. Most of its
impacts have not been either properly assessed or considered by the
developer, EIA agency or the EAC &
MEFCC.
Déjà vu: We did the same for
Lower Subansiri HEP! It seems
the government is indulging in the
same blunders that the previous
NDA government1 indulged in over
a decade ago while clearing the
then-largest capacity hydropower
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Dibang River (Source – EMP)
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This is not to state that the UPA government that ruled India during the 2004-2014 decade
was in anyway more sensitive to environment or democratic concerns. In fact part of the
EC and FC time line and some of the manipulations happened before May 2014 when the
current government took over. However, it is apparent that the current government has
indulged in much more violations and manipulations and pressurized the statutory bodies
(including FAC & NBWL reconstitution).
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project: the 2000 MW Lower Subansiri Hydropower
Project (LSHP), also in Arunachal Pradesh. Environment clearance for LSHP came on July 16, 2003 and
stage I forest clearance came on June 10, 2003. Exactly the same set of players were involved in manipulating LSHP clearances over a decade ago. The developer is also the same: NHPC. The government at centre is again led by NDA.
Aaranyak environmental group of Assam, in a letter
dated May 16, 2002 to the then-Chief Justice of India
had highlighted the violations involved at various stages
in the decision making of LSHP including during public
hearings, in conducting EIA, in giving environment, forests and wildlife clearances. Almost all the issues that
Aranayak letter raised then are applicable in case of
Dibang with even greater force. But it seems in the
twelve years since 2002 when that letter was written,
our environmental governance has only degenerated.
The fate of the LSHP is a lesson in itself. After spending
over Rs 5000 crores (Rs 50 Billion), the work on the
project came to a standstill in December 2011. It has
remained stalled for 34 months since then, following
India’s biggest Anti dam People’s movement so far. This
is unprecedented in India’s hydropower history. NHPC
Ltd has been trying every possible trick to resume the
construction work on LSHP, without genuinely trying
to address the issues people’s movement has been raising.

What Dr Mite Linggi, Representative of Kere A
Initiative for Cultural and Ecological Security said
at the public hearing of Dibang Project on March
13, 2013 was exactly that: “It is evident that the 2000
MW Lower Subansiri Project is stalled since Dec 2011
because the technical, environmental and social concerns
of the people of Assam were not considered earlier… Ignoring downstream concerns will only ensure that this
project to will meet the same fate as Subansiri Lower
Project (2000 MW and get stalled by people of Assam.”
It seems none of the players have learnt any lessons
from the blunders committed in LSHP’s decision making. If this is how Dibang Project is being pushed down
the throat of the people of Dibang Valley, Arunachal
Pradesh and the North East India, they will have no
option but to oppose the project and the Dibang Project
may have the same fate as that of LSHP. Those who
have been involved in the decision making now will then
be held accountable for the wrong decisions and manipulations.
THE DIBANG PROJECT
The foundation stone of 3000 MW Dibang Multipurpose
Project on Dibang River was laid on 31st January 2008,
by Prime Minister Manmohan Singh2 when the project
had no clearances, showing utter disregard the former
PM had for statutory clearances or environment or affected people. The project affects Lower Dibang Valley

Dam site and the Dibang River Basin (Source – EMP)
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http://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/01/31/six-years-after-pm-laying-foundation-stone-no-clearance-no-work-for-3000-mw-dibang-dam/
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and Dibang Valley districts of Arunachal Pradesh, and
significantly, several districts in downstream Assam.
Considering the fact that Dibang has the largest installed
capacity for a project in India, involving highest dam in
India and biggest reservoir in North East India so far,
one expected the EAC to be much more diligent while
considering the project and even more so considering
the experience of the LSHP. But that, it seems, was expecting too much.
The first thing that would strike any one who goes
through the EAC and FAC documents is that the basic
parameters of the project are yet unclear even as the
EAC and FAC have recommended clearances, within the
span of a week, under pressure from their political masters. Unbelievably, these two committees functioning
under the same Ministry have recommended clearance
for differing capacities, differing heights, differing submergence areas and so on!

View of One of the affected villages show the rich forest that
the project will destroy (Source – EIA)

This is because the NHPC knowingly misled the EAC in
its meetings by presenting the 288 m height (above the
deepest foundation level) dam with 545 m elevation at
Full Reservoir Level (FRL) and 3.75 Billion Cubic Meters
(BCM) of storage capacity at FRL. The same NHPC, in
FAC meeting on Sept 22, 2014 provided sensitive analysis with dam height reduced upto 40 m, but this was not
even mentioned before the EAC!
Let us review the how the EAC and FAC dealt with the
project.
A.

ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARNACE FOR THE
DIBANG PROJECT:

The Expert Appraisal Committee (EAC) of the MoEF,
which holds the distinction of having a zero rejection
rate for the projects it appraises, recommended Environment Clearance to 3000 MW Dibang Multipurpose
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Project in its 77th meeting on 16th Sept, 2014.
The Project was given TOR (Terms of Refence) clearance on 17.8.2009. Public hearings in Lower Dibang and
Dibang Valley districts were held on 11.3.2013 and
13.3.2013 respectively, with huge protests from affected
people. The EAC earlier considered the project in 68th
meeting in Sept 2013, in 73rd meeting in March 2014, in
74th meeting in May 2014 and now in 77th meeting in
Sept 2014.
Some key questions that arise as to how the EAC arrived at the positive recommendation:
1.

Was there any Public Hearing in downstream
Assam? Was there proper public hearing in
Aruunachal Pradesh?

Although Dibang Multipurpose project will have impacts
in the downstream Assam, as accepted by NHPC Ltd,
WAPCOS and recorded in EAC minutes, no public hearing has been conducted in Assam, in complete violation
of the EIA notification which clearly states that in all
affected districts public hearings must be held. The submissions from Assam were not discussed during EAC
minutes. The people of Assam have been completely ignored in the decision-making about a project that will
affect them. Several people who spoke at the Dibang
Public Hearing in Arunachal Pradesh in March 2013
raised this issue, but MEFCC and EAC failed to do anything about this even after SANDRP submissions to EAC
also raised this issue.
Even in Arunachal, the public hearing process has seen
several violations, leading people to oppose the project
and the public hearings, see the quotes from the public
hearings given below. Consequently, the public hearings
were disrupted by the local people and had to be cancelled several times. The MEFCC, unfortunately, has no
concern for the quality of the whole consultation process and sees it as only a box to be tick marked. The
EAC does not even look at issues related to public hearings.
2.

Were the issues raised at public hearing in
March 2013 addressed?

No. As is clear from the report of the public hearing for
the project held at Roing and New Anaya on March 11
and 13, 2014 respectively, the affected people raised a
lot of critical issues about the project, EIA, EMP and
Public hearing.
In the Minutes of the 68th meeting of EAC held in Sept
2013 and the 73rd EAC meeting held in March 2014, there
is one paragraph (same para in both minutes) on
public hearings: “Concerns Raised During Public
Hearings It was explained that in general, the people
were satisfied with the EIA and EMP reports and pro3
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posed R&R plan and community and social development
plan. R&R plan has been formulated in line with the
State R&R Policy, 2008. They took keen interest in knowing the R&R package and community and social development (CSD) plan. However, during public consultation prior to public hearing and during public hearings
of Dibang Multipurpose Project, in addition to community and social development plan more infrastructural
development in both Lower Dibang Valley and Dibang
Valley Districts were sought viz., up gradation of District Hospitals in both districts, financial assistance for
schools, colleges and polytechnic, and construction of
cultural museum at Roing and ITI at Anini etc. Besides
this for downstream people, the main concern was protection of downstream area in case of dam break / high
flood. Keeping this in view, a lump sum provision of Rs.
17100 lakhs has been proposed for consideration of MoEF
for mitigative measures at downstream and other
infrastructural facilities as raised during public hearings in addition to R&R and CSD plan.”
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unwillingly been misled by the NHPC and EIA agencies. To illustrate the critical issues raised at the public
hearings, we are giving below some quotes from the official public hearing report. Most of these reports remain
unaddressed in the EIA-EMP submitted to the MEFCC,
but MEFCC and EAC has not bothered to check this.
Shri Lokha Elapra, President, All Idu Mshmi Students Union: “Poor planning of mitigation from impacts during construction phase. Mitigation measures
fail to address issues of demographic impacts, socio-cultural concerns and preservation of traditional land and
livelihood… EMP does not have any provision to address
this. EIA and EMP does not have any mitigation measures to preserve nor compeansation for permanent loss
of mithun grazing areas, fishing grounds and medicinal plants thus endangering the loss of Mishmi Takin
(rare Animal), Mishmi Monal (rare Bird) and Mishmi
Teeta (rare medicinal plant)… Flood control of Eze
(Deopani River to protect Roing Township… A cumula-

Anxious affected people outside the public hearing Hall in March 2013 (Source – PH Report)

The claim that “in general, the people were satisfied with
the EIA and EMP reports and proposed R&R plan and
community and social development plan” is a complete
lie, as we see from the quotes from the official public
hearing minutes below.
It seems the EAC members have not bothered to read
the public hearing report, and they have willingly or
4

tive impact study in the Dibang river basin must be undertaken.”
Shri Raju Mimi, Member, Mishmi Scholar’s Association: “NHPC had undermined the seismic design
parameters as recommended by the experts of IIT
Guwahati, Guwahati University and Dibrugarh University in respect of the Subansiri Dam. In this regard can
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the community members of the affected areas be certain
that such careless disregard for dam safety be not repeated by NHPC in this case? All the documents related
to dam design and safety be made public. Also, the documents should be peer reviewed by independent group of
scientists. Ecological concerns like extraction of boulders
from ecologically sensitive Important Bird Area (IBA).
No impact assessment made regarding this in the EIA
report… Hence a cumulative impact study in the Dibang
river basin must be commissioned. Socio-economic concerns like the catchment area treatment (CAT) plan will
restrict land use resulting in loss of land and livelihood.
NHPC must ascertain such losses and compensate the
people affected by CAT… There is possibility of loss of
land by destabilization of soil due to the huge reservoir.
What mechanisms will be implemented to address these
losses? “
Shri Kelo Pulu, President IMCLS: “Environment
Monitoring Cell to assess and review the various mitigation measures as mentioned in the EMP is not convincing. Therefore, the Government of Arunachal Pradesh
should immediately notify the formation of an independent Committee consisting of less than 5 members of local Idu Mishmi people.”
Shri Moba Riba: “Conduct Public hearing at Dambuk
Sub division.”
Shri Jibi Pulu: “Additional EIA-EMP must be undertaken to ensure the minimum impacts to the ecology of
Dibang area. The Community people will lose an area of
10390 ha that will be required for CAT plan. This area
being grazing area of Mithun will be lost. The EIA does
not have any data or estimate/ valuation of this resource.
Without any compensation the livelihood rights cannot
be taken away from the community. EIA studies about
wildlife conservation is inadequate. EIA studies carried
out regarding assessment of economic and medicinal
plants is not project specific nor community focused. It
does not have any reference, assessment and compensation of economically valuable plants like Piper mellusa
and Paris polyphylla. The impact of 1950 earthquake of
8.7 magnitude.. Is the dam axis and reservoir standing
along the seismic fault line? The impoundment of the
drainage system by building dam will have major effect.. Hence, EIA studies on downstream impact particularly study of Deopani drainage and its siltation status
is absolutely necessary.”
Dr Mite Linggi: “As recommended by the Planning
Commission Committee we demand for a Dam safety
design panel for an independent assessment of safety of
Dibang Dam. There are lacunae in EIA-EMP reports.
This must be rectified.”
Shri MartinLego: “Resistance capacity of the mountains which fall in the reservoir is not studied. Dam
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should be able to withstand flashflood. Construction of
flood protection works with RCC wall supported by vegetative cover on both banks of Dibang River… Our demands must be fulfilled then only we will support.”
Shri Mibom Pertin, President Adi Bane Kebang
(ABK): “Till date no initiative has been taken by the State
Government, the district administration or the NHPC to
educate the people… the EIA EMP must be modified/ rectified wherein safety measures and actions to be taken in
case of dam break… Until and unless the above points
are fulfilled the holding of this public hearing is strongly
opposed by ABK.”
Shri Jowar Moyang: “Demand to establish a family
dossier of the entire downstream people… Downstream
not reflected in the EIA/EMP and DRP therefore, a separate guideline be made to include the downstream within
the defined local area. The demands placed above must
be addressed to within three months of this hearing or
else will protest against the construction of the project.”
Shri Nun Pertin, President, Dibang Adi Students’
Union (DASU): “Downstream people are unaware of the
project benefits, impacts and other issues which are mandatory to be known before the commencement of the
project. Therefore, public hearing in this regard must be
conducted within blocks and subdivision of Lower
Dibang Valley. This must be furnished in written assurance form within one week’s time. “
Shri Anjite Menjo, Zilla Parishad Member, Iduli
Anchal Block and Shri Chiliko Meto, ZillaParishad
Chairperson: “Environment Monitoring Cell to assess
and review the various mitigation measures as mentioned
in the EMP is not convincing. Therefore, the Government
of Arunachal Pradesh should immediately notify the formation of an independent Committee consisting of less
than 5 members of local Idu Mishmi people… Hence a
cumulative impact study in the Dibang river basin must
be commissioned.”
Dr Mite Linggi, Representative of Kere A Initiative for Cultural and Ecological Security (KICES):
“It is evident that the 2000 MW Lower Subansiri Project
is stalled since Dec 2011 because the technical, environmental and social concerns of the people of Assam were
not considered earlier. Report of the Planning Commission appointed Committee of Dr C D Thatte and M S
Reddy has raised several serious concerns about the
downstream impacts of the 2000 MW Subansiri Lower
Project. Therefore, keeping this in mind, it is absolutely
important that public consultation in Assam is carried
out before the Dibang project gets environment clearance.
Public consultation in Assam is not only necessary to
address the concern of the people, but it is a pre-requisite
for the people of Dibang Valley in the upstream… Ignoring downstream concerns will only ensure that this
5
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project to will meet the same fate as Subansiri Lower
Project (2000 MW and get stalled by people of Assam.
Rights of the people to use Catchment Area will be denied. Will compensation be included for them? Is it possible for NHPC Ltd to formulate new criteria for all those
villages perched atop to include within affected families?”
Shri Lokha Elapra, President, All Idu Mishmi Students’ Union (AIMSU): Raises most of the critical issues raised above including need for Cumulative Impact Asessment, inadequate EIA-EMP, Impacts of demographic changes, lack of assessment of loss of grazing land, fishing right. “We do not want to be refugees in
our land.. We the Idu Mishmi have a way of living where
we live independently. Past history is proof of it. We had
never been ruled and can never be ruled under any circumstance or vice versa. The plot which the NHPC Ltd
claim giving free of cost is by virtue forcefully asking us
to live in that piece of land where the PAFs are not satisfied.”
Shri Athupi Melo, Ex-ZPM, Anelih-Arju Block and
Representing New Endoli village: “Public hearing
on Dibang Multipurpose Project (3000 MW) was postponed 10-14 times earlier as the consent of the public
was not taken before preparing EIA and EMP reports.
The NHPC Ltd had cheated the entire affected people by
concealing information and letting the awareness remain
within the high reach people only. The NHPC Ltd as per
their survey has shown 5 villages, 72 families, 243 persons, 938.8 ha of agriculture land as to be affected by the
project. Do they know that the storage reservoir will submerge the land mass which belongs to another 34 villages of the valley?”
Shri Kupu Miku-ASM Arzoo and Representative
of Apako village: “Had been resisting NHPC Ltd for
the last ten years. Nothing was made known as to how
much land would go and how much compensation would
be provided.”
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3.

Has there been proper Environmental Impact
Assessment of the project?

NO. Kalpavriksh, SANDRP, affected groups from Assam
and Arunachal have made several independent submissions to EAC on the inadequacies of the EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment). SANDRP itself sent four
different submissions (dated Sept 20, 2013, April 2014,
May 2014 and Sept 12, 2014) highlighting various inadequacies of the EIA including:
•

Lack of compliance with the Terms of Reference of the EIA

•

Lack of basin wide cumulative impact assessment

•

Impact of mining of materials for the
project not assessed

•

Lack of downstream impact assessment
(more details below)

•

Lack of assessment of how climate change
will affect the project and how the project
will worsen the climate change impacts.

•

Lack of options assessment

•

Severe Impacts of Migration of Outsider on
Local Tribal Community not assessed

•

Impact of the project on disaster potential
in the project area as well in the downstream including Assam not assessed

•

Impact of changing silt flows downstream
not assessed

As noted above, large number of speakers at the public
hearing also pointed out the inadequacies of the EIAEMP.

Shri Rezina Mihu, General Secretary, All Idu
Mishmi Students Union (AIMSU): “It has been six
yeas of resistance till this morning. The former President of AIMSU sacrificed his life fighting against the
Dibang Project... the EIA-EMP is still not upto the mark.”
This selection of quotes from the Public hearing and reading of NHPC response, EIA-EMP and EAC minutes show
that not only NHPC has failed to satisfactorily respond
to most of these issues, the EAC and MEFCC has not
even bothered to check the veracity of the claims of
NHPC and uncritically accepted the NHPC claims. Inadequate response to the issues raised at the public hearing means that environmental clearance given to the
project is legally untenable.
Active Lanslide zone in submergence area of
Dibang Project (Source – EIA)

6
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4.

Are downstream impacts on Assam &
Arunachal Pradesh Studied?

No credible study of the impact of the dam, dam break
and peaking on Assam and Arunachal Pradesh in the
downstream has been done.
Several speakers at the public hearing raised this issue
of inadequate downstream impact assessment, as can
be seen from the quotes from the public hearing listed
above.
It may be mentioned here that the biggest issue plaguing the LSHP is lack of downstream impact assessment,
and the EAC, MEFCC, NHPC or the EIA agencies
(WAPCOS, which by now is notorious for doing substandard studies and National Productivity Council). Even
Assam and Arunachal Pradesh state governments also
seem least bothered. Also, it seems no lessons have been
learnt after Larji mishap when 25 students were washed
away due to demand-driven water releases by upstream
hydropower project.
5.

Has the impact of Peaking on Downstream
Assam & Arunachal Pradesh studied?

NO
This is despite the fact that submissions were sent to
the EAC from several organizations and individual also
from Assam, drawing their attention to impact of peaking in downstream Assam, especially in lean season (winter) when flow fluctuations will range from 111 cumecs
(Cubic meters per second) to about 13 time rise in volume at 1441 cumecs in a single day. Fluctuations can
happen twice or thrice in a single day.
6.

Has the impact on Dibru Saikhowa National
Park in the downstream Assam studied?

NO
The EAC has shown zero application of mid in this respect. There are several hydropower projects being constructed on the three main tributaries of Brahmaputra
upstream of Dibru Saikhowa National Park in Assam.
All these hydropower projects will undertake peaking
operations. EAC has considered these projects separately, as a part of basin studies and as a part of downstream impact studies on Dibru Saikhowa National Park.
In all these studies, the level fluctuation at the
National Park when the three major projects in
the upstream undertake peaking operations is different, as per the convenience of the project proponent! EAC has considered all these studies without
raising any questions about this convenient difference
in figures even when the contradictions were brought to
EAC’s attention by SANDRP.
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The EAC has recommended Clearance to Dibang Multipurpose Project accepting the contention of the NHPC
that “water level fluctuation in Dibru Saikhowa
National Park (DSNP) will be less than one meter.”
•

However, the same EAC has considered EIA of
Lower Siang HEP (by WAPCOS) where the fluctuation at Dibru Saikhowa when all projects are
peaking is said to be 7.8 feet (2.38 meters)

•

The Report on “Effect of Peaking power generation
by Siang Lower HEP, Demwe Lower HEP and
Dibang Multipurpose HEP on Dibru Saikhowa National Park” also by WAPCOS states that level difference when all three projects are peaking is estimated to be 2.34 mts i.e. 7.67 feet. (Page 26)

EAC did not question these glaring differences in these
models even when a submission highlighting these points
was sent to the EAC on 13.09.14, before the 77th EAC
meeting. The submission is not mentioned in the minutes, neither discussed, also violating Hon. Delhi High
Court Orders (Utkarsh Mandal Case).
7.

EAC decision violates its mandate; MEFCC &
NHPC guilty of misleading EAC.

During the entire appraisal process, the EAC has failed
to pose any difficult questions to NHPC, has not taken a
stand supporting Assam, has not even initiated discussion in that direction, has turned blind eye towards submissions it received raising critical concerns, has overlooked contradictions, has overlooked precautionary
principle and welfare of people in the downstream Assam
and has refused to learn any lessons from the LSHP
experience or the Larji Mishap.
While discussion about height reduction of Dibang upto
40 meters were initiated in MEFCC/ NHPC since Feb
2014, the MEFCC or the NHPC has not brought this
proposal to the attention of the EAC and the EAC has
taken absolutely no notice of this and has not even asked
for this 40 m height reduction. The only reference we
can find to the height reduction proposal is in the minutes of the 73rd EAC meeting, where too there is reference to only 10 m ht reduction. And yet, there is no mention of this in the minutes of the 77th EAC meeting where
the EAC recommended clearance to the project.
This alone is sufficient to make the EAC decision legally
untenable and make both MEFCC and NHPC guilty of
not informing the EAC about these developments more
than six months after they were initiated.
The EAC on its part has not shown the will to ask for a
realignment of the project to minimize its downstream
impacts, peaking impacts and submergence impacts.
Such biased conduct and the decisions of the EAC, sidelining genuine concerns are in complete violation of the
7
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mandate given to EAC and extremely damaging to environmental governance of the country and are a reason for increasing conflicts, delays, protests and strife
underlining its callousness towards environmental impacts and local resistance.
The issues that FAC raised while rejecting the Forest
clearance are the very issues that EAC should be concerned about since they are under their mandate. But
not only EAC did not raise them on their own, but even
after they were brought to the EAC’s attention by
SANDRP, the EAC failed to even discuss those issues.
8.

Issues on Dibang raised in earlier EAC meeting remains unanswered

The decision making paragraph of the minutes of the
EAC meeting of Sept 16-17, 2014 on Dibang Project
reads: “After critically examining the proposal and considering the response to various issues raised in the earlier EAC meetings, the project was recommended by EAC
for accord of Environmental Clearance to Dibang Multipurpose Project. However, EAC suggested that 20 cumec
flow may be released towards e-flow in the 1.2 km diverted stretch as 15 cumec gives just sufficient quantity. EAC noted that beyond this 1.2 km, adequate flow
will be available from TRT which will be minimum in
the order of 85 cumec at 80% rated discharge of one turbine.”
It is clear that this paragraph does not reflect any application of mind by EAC if the response provided by NHPC
to the various issues raised by EAC and others’ submissions to EAC are adequate. Even in this paragraph, it is
not clear what is the basis of EAC decision to recommend 20 cumecs flow downstream of the dam and not
the norm that EAC is following for other projects (30%
in monsoon, 20% in lean season and 20-25% in non monsoon non lean season). Nor is it clear what is the basis
and impact of operation of one of the (there are 12 turbines, each of 250 MW installed capacity in this project)
turbine at minimum 80% capacity round the clock. This
non application of mind on the part of the EAC is the
norm of EAC and not an isolated incident.
In fact, reading through the minutes of all the EAC
meetings since Sept 2013 where Dibang EC (Environment Clearance) was discussed, it is clear that while
EAC has raised a large no of questions and reported some
of the information submitted by NHPC, no where can
we find application of mind of the EAC where it is stated
that the information/ responses provided by NHPC is
adequate or not. The uncritical acceptance by the EAC
about the information/ responses provided by the developer is another noteworthy feature of EAC decision.
Let us illustrate this. The minutes of the 73rd EAC meeting held in March 2014 says: “A detailed fisheries (also
flora and fauna) survey was conducted by Centre for
8
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Inter-Disciplinary Studies for Mountain and Hill Environment (CISMHE), Delhi University in the month of
December 2013.” Immediate question than arises is, why
were the fisheries and other surveys done only in one
month and not across the year as is the normal practice? What were the outcomes of the study? You will find
neither critical questions, nor any answers in the EAC
proceedings.
Here is another example. The minutes of the 74th EAC
meeting held in May 2014 says: “It was informed that
fluctuation in the water level at upstream of DibangLohit confluence due to peaking operation will be about
17 cm which is almost negligible considering the size of
the river.” Shockingly, the EAC does not even ask: A. If
this estimate is sound and if it is consistent with conclusions of other studies; B. What will be the level fluctuation at different points along 60 km stretch of the river
upstream from this point to the project site and what
will be the impact there of. EAC’s such uncritical acceptance of apparently contradictory and inadequate responses from the developer is the norm and not an isolated incident. Considering that EAC was considering
the largest installed capacity project of India, highest
dam of India and biggest reservoir in North East India
so far, one expected the EAC to be more diligent. This
was even more so considering the experience of the
LSHP.
To further illustrate, the minutes of the 74th EAC held
in May 2014 says: “The point-wise reply to the two representations submitted by Kalpavriksh was submitted
to MoEF and EAC members and the same was also presented before EAC during the meeting.” Similarly, the
minutes of the 73rd EAC meeting held in March 2014
says: “point-wise replies to the issues raised by Shri Chow
Rajib Gogoi, Secretary, All Tai Ahom Student Union,
Jorhat and Shri Pushp Jain, Director, EIA Resource and
Response Centre (ERC), New Delhi were also given”.
But in both cases, there is not even a word as to whether
EAC discussed the NHPC response and if they did what
was their conclusion about adequacy or acceptability of
the NHPC responses.
As far as four separate submissions sent by SANDRP to
EAC on Dibang Project are concerned, EAC neither
mentioned them, nor did it seek NHPC’s response on
them.
Considering all this, the decision of the EAC to recommend EC to the Dibang Project is clearly wrong, based
on inadequate appraisal, in the absence of application
of mind and legally untenable.
B.

FAC DECISIONS ON DIBANG PROECT

It has been reported3 that the Forest Advisory Committee of the MoEF has recommended clearance to 3000
MW Dibang Multipurpose project in its meeting on Sept
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22, 2014, though the minutes of the FAC meeting are as
yet unavailable. This decision is reversal of FAC’s clear
rejection to the project twice in past 2 years4 in addition
to MEFCC’s rejection letter to the project as late as on
the 28th August 2014.
•

MEFCC was pressurized by the Cabinet Committee on Investment, Ministry of Power and even unrelated Ministries like Ministry of Mine, Ministry
of Steel and Ministry of Coal into clearing the
Dibang project. FAC itself was under pressure of
the MEFCC minister and its highest officials to
clear Dibang at any cost.

•

Relevant papers regarding height reduction proposal by NHPC were not uploaded on FAC Website
in advance of the Sept 22, 2014 Meeting.

•

It is unclear if even the FAC Members had these
documents, which form the basis of project consideration.

•

The height reduction proposal was not available to
the EAC members a week earlier before EAC recommended clearance to the project.

•

FAC’s recommendation on Dibang project is clearly
an undemocratic and illegal decision in the absence
of prior information in public domain for all concerned, and when all the original objections raised
by FAC while rejecting the project twice remain unaddressed.

Let us look at the timeline of FAC decision making on Dibang Project:
12.06.13: FAC rejects Dibang FC (Forest Clearance)
Proposal. Reasons: “huge forest area with very good forest cover, irreparable and adverse impact on general ecosystem of the area by felling of more than 3.5 lakhs of
trees, several other HEP have been proposed in the same
river valley apart from Dibang HEP, unavailability of
study on cumulative impact of all the HEP, etc. The Committee is also of the opinion that ecological, environmental and social costs of diversion of such a vast track of
forest land, which is a major source of livelihood of the
tribal population of the State, will far outweigh the benefits likely to accrue from the project.”
13.08.2013: Meeting of Secretary, Ministry of Environment and Forests and the Secretary, Ministry of Power
held and it was decided that proposal will be considered again after exploring the possibility to reduce the
requirement of forest land for the project.
9.12.2013: Project discussed by the Cabinet Committee of Investment which nearly ordered fast clearance
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for Dibang Project. It stated: “Ministry of Environment
and Forests may grant the requisite clearance for diversion of forest land expeditiously.” Such direction from
CCI was clearly in violation of the Forest Conservation
Act 1980 which clearly defines the process for forest clearance and where CCI has no role.
10.02.14: NHPC revises proposal and submits two alternatives, reducing height by 5 m and 10 meters respectively. Marginal decrease in submerge of forest land
due to 10 meters reduction. NHPC Officials say any further reduction will not be possible.
Revised Diversion proposal with reduction of 10 mts
height and 445 hectares forest area submitted to MoEF
with new proposal for total diversion of 4577.84 hectares.
29th-30th April 2014: Revised proposal discussed in FAC
with 10 meters reduction. The revised proposal was incomplete in many basic respects like absence of maps,
CAT Pan, FRA compliance, identified land for Compensatory afforestation, etc. In addition, the FAC noted that
the region is home to Schedule I species, the reduction in
forest loss due to decrease in height in minimal and will
not have substantial ameliorative impact, It said “Such a
marginal reduction in requirement of the forest land for
the project may not be able to reduce the adverse impact of
project on such a biodiversity rich mature forest ecosystem to the extent which could make the project environmentally as well as socio-economically viable in forest
dependent tribal society of Arunachal Pradesh”. FAC also
noted that impact of reduction of dam height on its economic feasibility was not put before the committee.
16.06.2014: Secretary Power writes to Secretary,
MEFCC on 16.06.2014 to review the decision of FAC and
accord the Stage-I forest clearance. Such direction from
letter was clearly in violation of the Forest Conservation Act 1980 which clearly defines the process for forest clearance and where Power Ministry secretary has
no role.
19.06.2014: Joint meeting held between Ministry of
Mine, Ministry of Steel, Ministry of Environment
Forests and Climate Change and Ministry of Coal,
attended by the Ministers and Secretaries of the respective Ministries, as well as Secy, Ministry of Power
wherein it was decided that a report on sensitivity analysis of dam height reduction by 40 meters shall be submitted to MoEF and action will be taken only after that.
24.06.2014: Secy, Ministry of Power writes to MEFCC
& submitted a report on the sensitivity analysis on the
dam height reduction upto 20 meters. However, MEFCC
maintained that that as decided in the meeting the sen-

3

http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-others/6-years-2-rejections-later-indias-largest-hydro-project-cleared/99/#sthash.vNJo2nAs.dpuf

4

For details, see: http://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/05/17/dibang-project-rejected-forest-clearance-for-the-second-time/
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21.09.14: No sensitivity
Analysis uploaded on
MoEF FAC Website.
SANDRP sends a submission urging FAC
not to consider the
project in the absence
of this analysis in public domain as it violates CIC orders.
People affected by the
project have no idea of
this analysis which is
the basis of decision
making in the next
day’s meeting.

The affected people stopping the public hearing in 2008. Source:http://www.roingcorrespondent.in/
this-circus-should-stop-no-public-hearing/

sitivity analysis report was not submitted by the project
proponent.
28.08.14: MEFCC sends letter rejecting Forest Diversion Proposal of Dibang Multipurpose Project on the
basis of 10 meters height reduction, rich forest, social
impacts and also downstream impacts on Assam, including Dibru Saikhowa.
5.09.2014: MEFCC writes to (NHPC/ Min of Power) to
submit sensitivity analysis of reduction by 40 meters.
08.09.14 (This letter of 08.09.14 was uploaded on
MEFCC FAC website on the day of the FAC meeting, 22.09.14): NHPC submits letter to MEFCC about
sensitivity analysis for height reduction from 5m-40
meters. While it highlights the loss in installed capacity
(780 MW) and loss in revenue due to 40 m reduction, it
downplays the fact that 40 mts reduction will bring down
forest land requirement by 26%. It concludes, without
substantiation that “Decrease in dam height and consequent sacrifice in power generation beyond 10 mts reduction is not commensurate with saving forest land”
and further recommends only 10 mts height reduction,
which proposal the MEFCC had rejected in its Apr 2930, 2014 meeting.

22.09.14: Day of the
Meeting: Suddenly Additional Information document accessed (and
downloaded) on 21.09.14
changes, with two additional pages and letter
from NHPC about sensitivity analysis is uploaded ON THE DAY
OF THE MEETING.

23.09.14: News that FAC
has recommended clearance to Dibang was already public.
CONCLUSION As noted earlier, the Dibang Project is
the largest capacity hydropower project, the highest proposed dam and largest proposed reservoir of North East
India. One expected all concerned to be diligent in taking decisions on such a project. However, it is clear from
this narrative that the process of environment and forest clearance for the Dibang Project is fundamentally
flawed, inadequate and in violation of all norms of democratic and informed governance. Significantly, it is also
illegal and untenable. Such manipulative decision-making has led to flawed decisions of environmental and forest clearances in case of LSHP in 2003, with the project
stalled by people’s agitation since 34 months now. If the
Dibang Project, which is bigger than LSHP in every respect and with much greater impacts, is pushed in such
a manner, it is likely to face the same fate as that of the
LSHP. We hope that the final decisions related to Dibang
Project will be more informed, diligent, democratic, unbiased and objective. Admittedly, such hope seems rather
farfetched at this moment.
Parineeta Dandekar, Himanshu Thakkar

(This has been published at: http://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/10/06/manipulating-environment-forest-clearancesfor-dibang-project-deja-vu-lshp-history-repeated-will-it-be-tragedy-or-comedy/)
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Review of environment laws is necessary
but the TSR Subramanian HLC lacks credibility
The Union Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change (MEFCC) in the BJP led new government
at the centre has, through Office Memorandum (OM no
22-15/2014-IA.III) dated Aug 29, 2014 constituted High
Level Committee (HLC) under the chairpersonship of
former cabinet secretary TSR Subramanian, “to review
various acts administered by Ministry of Environment,
Forests and Climate Change”. Let us try and look at
this proposal on its merits.
Firstly, it should be noted that the HLC has a far-reaching mandate to review the core legislations that are supposed to protect India’s environment, including the Environment Protection Act (1986), the Forest Conservation Act (1980), the Wildlife Protection Act (1972), the
Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act (1974)
and the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act
(1981). Considering that these acts are the back bone of
MEFCC’s environmental governance, the recommendations of this committee can have far reaching impact on
India’s environmental governance.
Secondly, there are no doubts that India’s environmental laws and governance needs to be reviewed and
strengthened. While the industry and vested interest
lobbies have been claiming that MEFCC’s work is a hindrance to India’s development and growth, the reality is
quite the opposite. MEFCC provides environment clearance (for projects covered under EIA notification of Sept
2006, which is the current notification and which excludes large number of projects from requirement of
environment clearance), forest clearance, wildlife clearance, coastal zone clearance and also certifies if the
projects applying for CDM (Clean Development Mechanism under the United National Frame Convention on
Climate Change) are sustainable development projects.
The committee has been explicitly constituted for reviewing the five environmental laws. These laws need to be
strengthened so that there is inclusive, democratic, bottom up process in which people have a decisive role. The
governance related to the laws thus needs to be changed
in this context so that there is greater transparency, accountability and participation and better compliance is
achieved. This is what we mean when we say we need to
improve the environmental governance.
MEFCC’s zero rejection rate With respect to giving
any of these clearances, the MEFCC has almost zero
rejection rate in most crucial sectors. For example a review1 of the functioning of the Expert Appraisal Committee on River Valley and Hydropower project shows
that the committee has not rejected almost any of the
proposals that came its way in last seven years. The

1

MEFCC has not rejected any of the proposals that applied for CDM status. Even in other sectors, the MEFCC
has rejection rate below 3%, if at all and projects for
which clearances have already been given like coal mining, are far from being implemented.
States already have enormous powers Some people
have been claiming that states do not have sufficient
powers in environmental decision making and hence the
powers need to be delegated to the states. The fact is
that the states already have enormous powers in environmental governance, including in all clearances. The
pollution control regime is completely under the states.
The states are empowered to clear several categories of
projects in the context of all the clearances. The state
pollution boards are supposed to give consent to establish and operate, before which no project can operate,
they are also supposed to conduct public consultations
even for projects requiring central clearances. Before
National Wildlife Board clears a project, State Wildlife
Boards need to clear the projects. Consent of Forest Officials from the states is mandatory before Forest Clearance application is processed to higher levels. Which
state in India has shown exemplary conduct to inspire
confidence that they are in a position to achieve necessary environmental governance? We do not know of any.
Unless the capacity of states in this regard is increased,
we cannot improve environmental governance in India
only in the name of entrusting it in the hands of the
states.
Is MEFCC responsible for delays? This is another
bogey raised against the MEFCC. The fact is that the
EIA notification has clearly defined timelines that says
that if MEFCC fails to respond within the timeline, the
project can be deemed to have secured the clearance.
The fact of the matter is that no project has claimed or
gotten such deemed clearance, since most project developers are uninterested in fulfilling even the minimalist
demands of MEFCC. On the other hand, most dams and
hydropower projects get delayed beyond the promised
time frame even after getting the clearances! For any
objective person, the claim that MEFCC is responsible
for delays and lengthy procedures is clearly a bogey.
Do projects need too many clearances? Another
argument made by some is that MEFCC needs too many
separate clearances for the same project, which leads to
delays. This is again not borne out by facts and clearances that are required now are bare minimum. Except
environmental clearance, rest of the clearances does not
have any public consultation process. Even in case of
environment clearance, except the projects covered under EIA notification, rest of them do not need public con-

For details, see: http://sandrp.in/env_governance/TOR_and_EC_Clearance_status_all_India_Overview_Feb2013.pdf
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sultations. The five clearances that MEF gives as listed
above are required under each specific law and it is completely justified that separate appraisal process is required for each of them as the issues considered and
sectors affected are specific in each case, which cannot
be clubbed. We need to strengthen each one of these
appraisals, rather than weakening them or clubbing
them together.
EAC lacks credible independent members or chairpersons It is public knowledge that most of the people
who are appointed on the various committees that appraise the projects for clearances are those who are ready
to toe the official line without raising too many uncomfortable questions. There are known cases when the
chairman of the EAC or member of FAC were found to
have direct conflict of interest with their involvement in
companies whose projects they were to consider for clearance. Recently, NGT has ordered that the chairs of the
EAC cannot be generalist administrators but must have
domain knowledge and experience. The lack of credible
independent members in these committees is a major
reason why the Ministry manages to clear almost anything that comes its way.
Poor quality impact assessments It is also well documented how most of the environment & social impact
assessments, environment management plans or the
cumulative impact assessments are shoddy, inadequate,
incomplete, cut paste or dishonest efforts. Even media
has reported several cases, environment groups have
repeatedly sent detailed analysis and critiques of these
assessments, but the ministry and its committees have
the distinction of not rejecting any of such assessments
or recommending punitive action against the agencies
that are submitting such dishonest or problematic reports.
Public consultations in name sake Under the EIA
notification of Sept 2006, the projects are supposed to
have public consultations which include public hearing
at each of the affected project districts. Here again there
have been several documented cases how the public hearings are hijacked by the project developers, they are conducted by partisan government officers and there is no
application of mind from the MEFCC to ensure that the
issues raised at the consultations are addressed. Several observers, including a former environment minister has accepted that these consultations are largely for
namesake only, a box to be ticked. Even when all the
people present at the public hearings have said that they
do not want the project, it has no impact on the decision
of giving clearance to the project.
Non-existent compliance All the clearances given are
conditional, and the project developer is supposed to follow these conditions and implement environment management plan. However, how is compliance to these conditions and management plans, a very crucial aspect, to
be achieved? The project developer is supposed to sub12
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mit six monthly compliance reports, but there are no
consequences if they do not do that for years! The officials at MEFCC or their regional offices do not have the
time to go through these reports and check if these indicate adherence to the required measures and norms prescribed. Neither do these agencies take steps when the
compliance reports do not follow the norms. They are
never known to have taken any steps in this regard. The
monitoring visits from regional offices of the MEFCC
are always preplanned and the project developers get
away with window dressing at best. There are no surprise visits. Even after monitoring visits, the MEFCC
has never taken any steps when MEFCC finds lack of
compliance.
I have narrated this list of known problems to show how
lax is our environmental governance and how necessary
it is to strengthen it rather weakening it. If the review
is being done with a view to strengthen the environment
governance, it would be welcome.
Review of functioning of institutional set up in
environmental governance The review of functioning of institutional set up responsible for environmental
governance also becomes imperative after such a long
period since these institutions were set up. For example,
state and central pollution control boards were set up
under the Water Act of 1974, but we do not have experience of a single river or even a tributary of a river having been cleaned up because of the efforts of the pollution control institutions. This failure is a major reason
for the state of our rivers today, including the Ganga.
New Issues In addition to the need for strengthening
the environmental governance, the review of environmental laws and institutional architecture connecting
with their implementation is also necessary in view of
the emerging new issues. For example issues like climate change, need for cumulative impact assessments,
need for environmental flows in the river, need to protect, preserve and rejuvenate rivers (a proclaimed priority of the current government) or assessment of impact of projects on disaster potential of the area were
not as important and urgent as they were when these
laws were formulated.
Current review What I have written above provides
sufficient ground for need for review of laws and institutional set up for environmental governance in India.
For this we need a credible independent team with
clearly defined terms of reference and transparent, participatory and confidence inspiring process. Let us see if
the review set up under the HLC qualifies to achieve
such a review.
Sinisterly ambiguous TOR Firstly, if we read the four
Terms of Reference (TOR) given to this committee under the above mentioned OM, the first TOR says the
review will assess status of implementation of the act
vis a vis “the objectives”. But the TOR does not define
what is meant by “the objectives”. The second TOR is
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not problematic as it says the review will “examine and
take into account the various court orders and judicial
pronouncements relating to these acts”. The Third TOR
is the most sinister. It says the HLC will recommend
specific amendments in the acts, “so as to bring them in
line with current requirements and to meet objectives”.
The trouble is, neither “current requirements” nor “objectives” have been defined. Without defining them, these
are open to any interpretation that is suitable to the
committee! Such ambiguous TORs which are open to
manipulation are completely unacceptable and do not
inspire any confidence in this exercise.
Constitution of HLC The committee chaired by former
cabinet secretary T.S.R. Subramanian has four members
(including the chair) and two secretaries (both government
officials). The constitution of the committee and criteria
for selection of the members has remained completely non
transparent, which itself raises many questions.
Among the four members, two are former bureaucrats
and two are with legal backgrounds. None of the members are either expert in environmental issues or environmental governance. None of the members (including
the chair and the secretaries) are known to have fought
for or campaigned for or worked for improving environmental governance in India. There are no credible, independent non-governmental members or independent
experts here.
Viswanath Anand, one of the two former bureaucrat
members of the HLC and former environment secretary,
does not inspire confidence due to his track record either as environment secretary (1997-2000) or as Vice
Chair of National Environment Appellate Authority
(2002-2005). His tenure at NEAA was described by the
Delhi High Court as “a one-man show” in the absence of
a chairman and three technical members of the authority.2 Media further reports: “Very few appeals were admitted by Anand during his three-and-a-half-year stint
at NEAA. In the Loharinag Pala case, he drew sharp
criticism from the Delhi High Court for “adopting a very
hyper-technical approach in rejecting the petitions” and
overlooking “that these petitioners deserve to be heard
on merits”. The court quashed Anand’s order and reinstated the appeal.” That says a lot. There are several
other narrations about the role played by Mr Anand at
NEAA3. Mr Anand is also on Coca Cola India’s Advisory
Council on Environment and Sustainability4, which
seems to be in conflict with his role in HLC.
Appointment of Mr Hardik Shah (one of the two secretaries) as chairman of Gujarat Pollution Control Board
was challenged in Gujarat High Court by RTI activist
Amit Jethwa before he was killed.
2
3
4
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Considering the non-transparency in its appointment
and known background of some of the members, the constitution of the committee too does not inspire any confidence that it will help improve environmental governance in India.
Process of participation The MEFCC has said that
within a month, that is by Sept 27, 2014, people can send
submission to the committee in less than 1000 characters
(or an email)! This is completely ridiculous and shows
how non-serious the government and the HLC is about
the submissions. This article, with already more than
13000 characters would clearly disqualify for submission
to the HLC! Besides the issue of length, there is not even
a clearly defined process that tells the people what will
happen to their submissions and how are they sure to
know that their submissions will be even acknowledged
and responded to or even read. The process of participation is completely unacceptable. The whole process limits
the participation to only English speaking and writing
people who have access to internet, leaving out vast majority of the people out of the review process.
Conclusion It is clear from all accounts that the HLC
does not carry any credibility or inspire in any confidence
for any objective person. The best course for the MEFCC
is to dissolve the HLC and restart the process keeping in
mind the comments from groups and individuals without
vested interests. The government should in the first place
institute a credible independent review of the experience
with environment laws, institutions and governance in
India. The report of this exercise should than be made
available to al the gram sabhas in local languages. It is
only based on such a report that a review of the environmental laws, institutions and governance be taken up, in
which than the people and groups on ground can participate. At least 50% members of the review process should
be women, when today there are none.
We have looked at this process purely on its merit, without looking at what the new BJP led government at the
centre has done over the last four months. The government has been very busy diluting and dismantling whatever little exists in terms of environmental governance
in India. If we add that track record to this analysis,
then the conclusion is loud and clear: The formulation
of HLC is aimed at completely dismantling the laws and
institutions related to environmental governance in India. This is not a good sign for the future of this country
and her people.
SANDRP
For a related blog, see: http://sandrp.wordpress.com/
2014/10/10/strengthen-and-not-dilute-environmentlaws-submission-to-the-mefs-hlc-to-review-environment-laws/

http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-others/the-six-minds-that-will-look-afresh-at-environment-laws/#sthash.RMohoCW9.dpuf
See for example: http://infochangeindia.org/environment/analysis/national-environment-appellate-authority-puppet-of-the-moef.html and
http://www.deccanherald.com/content/22796/tribunal-coming-justice-can-wait.html and http://indiatogether.org/neaa-environment
http://www.coca-colaindia.com/sustainability/final-bios.html and http://www.coca-colaindia.com/sustainability/viswanath.html, accessed at
3.37 pm (IST) on Sept 26, 2014
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J and K Floods: How much of the disaster was man made
From media to ministers to people on the street all over
India and beyond are concerned as to what happened
suddenly that plunged the state of Jammu and Kashmir into this unexpected, unpredicted and unprecedented flood disaster. It remains to be seen as to how
deep is the concern and what impact it will have. So far
the signs are not particularly promising.
Heavy rainfall was the immediate cause. As per data
from India Meteorological Department (IMD), in the
week ending on Sept 3, 2014, the state received 55%
above normal rainfall. During Sept 4-6 the state level
average rainfall was 250 mm (2212% of normal rainfall
during these three days), of which 106 mm fell just on
Sept 6, which is 3116% of the normal rainfall for the
state for that day. State level averages mask the location and time specific rainfall intensities. For example,
during the week ending on Sept 10, Udhampur (605.5
mm), Reasi (556 mm) and Kulgam (460.5 mm) districts
received much higher rainfall. Such heavy rainfall was
clearly going to lead to disastrous implications.
Strangely, none of the local, state or central agencies
could see the implications of such heavy rainfall. This
rainfall event started on Sept 3-4 (or earlier in some
cases), and there was sufficient time before the water
reached Srinagar or other upstream areas of Jhelum basin and Jammu areas in case of Chenab basin, but no
agency could provide even a warning to these vulnerable areas.
Down to Earth reported1, “On the night of September 4,
the Doodh Ganga, a tributary of the Jhelum flowing
through Srinagar, breached its embankment following
a cloudburst in its catchment area. On September 5, the
water level in the Tawi and Chenab rivers in Jammu
rose dramatically. Flood control bunds were washed
away, bridges collapsed and agricultural land got submerged. Rains continued to lash the region in the next
few days triggering landslides that disrupted highways
and snapped power lines. Till the afternoon of September 5, Srinagar residents were clicking photographs of
the gradually swelling Jhelum to post on social media.”
On the night of September 5, the Jhelum too breached
its embankment at Padshahi Bagh in Srinagar. “In September, rainfall in Srinagar crossed its 10-year-high
mark—151.9 mm of rainfall in September 1992—within
24 hours. This year, the city received 156.7 mm of rainfall on September 5 alone. The average monthly rainfall
for Srinagar is 56.4 mm. The India Meteorological Department recorded more than 500 mm of rainfall in the

first week of September. The floodwater started receding from September 11, but till September 13 more than
70 per cent of Srinagar was still submerged, with tens
of thousands of people stranded. The two distinct water
channels flowing through the city—the Jhelum and the
flood channel, an artificial outlet created in 1904 to drain
out excess water from the Jhelum in case of flood—had
merged into a big, brown lake. Some of the worst-affected areas include Allochi Bagh, Tulsi Bagh, Wazir
Bagh, Rajbagh, Zero Bridge and areas along the right
bank of the Jhelum. Maisuma, Natipora, Lal Chowk and
several localities in Civil Lines remained submerged
under two metres of water” said the report.
The discharge capacity of the Jhelum River passing
through the Srinagar city is 35,000 cusecs (cubic feet
per second) and has been reducing over the year. The
flow in Jhelum reached 1,20,000 cusecs, the highest ever
discharge mark, on September 7. The Jhelum embankment in Srinagar had 22 major breaches from Kandizal
to Chattabal, the points of entry and exit, during the
floods on September 6 and 7. Apart from the breaches,
water overflowed river embankments at dozens of places.
The first failure in this disaster is of the IMD. It did not
provide actionable weather forecasts in advance of the
rainfall. Secondly, it failed to provide accurate and representative rainfall figures immediately after the rainfall.
In third major failure, the Central Water Commission2,
India’s premier technical body in water resources, which
a mandate of forecasting floods in all flood-prone areas,
miserably failed to provide any forecasts or even any
river flow information that would have warned the downstream areas.
The irrigation and flood control department of Jammu
and Kashmir’s mandate is managing state water resources and flood control system, but this department
seems to have completely failed in providing any river
flow data or any warning of impending floods to even
the state capital, leave aside the rest of the state. It also
failed in maintaining and monitoring the embankments
or even providing any warning when the embankments
failed. This means that even in the state capital, people
had absolutely no warning till the water entered the
houses and colonies! (Its website (http://www.jkirfc.com/
) has not been updated since 2011, except the tender
section!)
Pertinently, the Government of Pakistan Commissioner
of Indus Waters Mirza Asif Baig said in a media inter-

1

http://www.downtoearth.org.in/content/i-did-not-have-government-36-hours

2

For details, see: http://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/09/06/why-does-central-water-commission-have-no-flood-forecasting-for-jammu-kashmirwhy-this-neglect-by-central-government/
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view3 in the context of recent floods that affected both
countries, “As far as the transmission of flood information is concerned, they (India) have very responsibly been
transmitting it to us.” If we go by this statement, India
did transmit some flood related information to Pakistan
and Pakistan is happy with that, but what information
India transmitted to Pakistan is not clear, since it is not
in public domain.
India is supposed to have elaborate disaster management institutions starting from National Disaster Management Authority to State Disaster Management Authority to Divisional (in case of J&K) and District Disaster Management Authority under the 2005 act. However, except the National Disaster Response Force
(NDRF), which in any case is manned by para military
personnel, we see no impact of these institutions in either current disaster or earlier ones. The local administration and disaster management apparatus seemed to
be generally absent during the disaster. This means that
even if actionable information were available with the
state and local administration in advance of the disaster (as happened in Uttarakhand in June 2013, where
in spite of specific forecasts from Dehradun office of IMD,
state failed to use the information to take necessary action), it may not have helped manage the disaster in
significantly better manner.
The encroachment of the river-beds & flood plains and
the destruction of the once-abundant local water systems
like lakes, wetlands, marshes, flood channels accentuated
the proportions of the disaster. J&K had such remarkable flood management structures that it seems that the
11th century flood management wisdom was better than
today’s strait-jacketed engineering mindset. Even government agencies (local, state and central) have been found
guilty of constructing buildings over such areas, which
not only made these buildings vulnerable, but also reduced flood absorption capacity of the area, creating
greater disaster for other areas. The Down to Earth report mentioned earlier said, “The wetlands of Nadru,
Nambal, Narkara Nambal and Hokarsar that absorb rainwater have been replaced by residential colonies”.
Chenab and Jhelum basins are in for major interventions which will make the state even more vulnerable to
disasters. These interventions include about 40 hydropower projects each in Chenab and Jhelum basins,
projects of various sizes and in various stages of development, including operating, under-construction, under
clearance and planned projects. Each of these projects
involve dams, water storage, tunnels, blasting, diversion of rivers, deforestation, construction of roads, colonies, mining of materials, etc., on large scale and dumping of millions of cubic meters of muck from each large
3
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project. Chenab basin is in fact home to the largest capacity under-construction hydropower projects in India
compared to any other basin. Each of these projects will
increase the disaster potential of the state, but we do
not have credible Environmental Impact Assessment,
Environmental Appraisal, Environmental Management
Plan or credible monitoring and compliance mechanism,
not to speak of cumulative impact assessment or disaster potential assessment. This is not to say that no such
projects should be constructed. But the way we are going about these major interventions today, we are inviting greater disasters. Repeated representations to the
Union Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF) on
these issues have fallen on deaf ears. The new government at the centre is already destroying whatever little
environmental governance exists. The Prime Minister
declared at the Madison square garden in New York on
Sept 29, 2014 that he has set up a committee (under
former cabinet secretary T S R Subramanian) to remove
environmental laws!
Scientists are telling us that in each such extreme
weather events, whose frequency is already on the rise
in the Himalayas at a pace greater than global averages, there is undeniable footprint of climate change. In
addition to the reduced drainage capacity of our landscape due to ill-conceived decisions of building on waterways and also increased concentration of populations
in vulnerable locations, such events are likely to increase
the scale of disasters in future years.
Although we hear a lot about climate change issues in
this context, there is little necessary action. The least
one had expected was that the government would recognize climate change links in these disasters and demand justice for the victims of such disasters, from those
who are primarily responsible for climate change. Government also needs to identify populations vulnerable
to climate change disasters and change its development
plans and policies keeping in view this reality. We see
little progress in any of these directions currently.
Sixteen months after the Uttarakhand disaster of June
2013, we still do not have a post facto report that would
tell us what happened there, who played (or did not play)
what role and what lessons to learn from that experience. For example, several of us wrote to the MoEF in
July 2013, asking it to institute an enquiry into the role
played by hydropower projects in increasing the proportions of the disaster. In the absence of any government
action, it was left to the Supreme Court to order such an
enquiry through its order of Aug 13, 2013. Subsequent
report by Ravi Chopra Committee vindicated our contention and showed how the existing and under-construction hydropower projects had increased the scale of the

http://www.dawn.com/news/1135898/sound-bytes-scrapping-the-water-treaty-is-no-solution
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disaster. The way the Union and state governments are
pushing ahead with massive Lakhwar and Vyasi Hydropower projects on Yamuna River in Uttarakhand,
without even proper environment and social impact assessment and public consultation process, it is clear that
central and state government has not learnt any lessons from the Uttarakhand disaster.
Solutions offered for Shrinagar Dr Shakil Romshoo,
head of the Earth Sciences Department at the University of Kashmir, according to media reports4, have said
that the only long-term solution to prevent the kind of
flooding Srinagar witnessed on September 7 was construction of an additional flood spill channel. This was
in addition to desilting and strengthening of embankments of the existing flood spill channel passing through
Rajbagh and Rambagh. Then Chief Minister Bakshi
Ghulam Mohammad had got it constructed after major
floods in 1959. During a press conference on September
29, Chief Secretary Mohammad Iqbal Khandey and Commissioner Secretary of Flood Control Department Pawan
Kotwal said the state government hoped that the Centre would approve Rs 2,200-crore project for construction of a second flood spill channel (from Sangam in
Anantnag district to the outer periphery of the Wullar
Lake in Bandipora district) to handle the water discharge
in the future. The project was submitted to the Centre
in 2007. The project proposed bypassing the Jhelum from
Srinagar in case of emergency to prevent inundation.
Rs 97 cr was released by the Centre in 2010. Officials
said it was used for dredging the flood channel to in-

Kashmiri residents use makeshift rafts to rescue flood-affected
people in Srinagar. Photo: India Today

crease discharge capacity by 9000 cusecs. Later, the
project was not pursued by successive state governments.
In case of the Jammu & Kashmir floods, the apex court
is already hearing a petition. We hope the apex court
will order an elaborate enquiry into the reasons for and
management of the current disaster.
Himanshu Thakkar (ht.sandrp@gmail.com) is coordinator of South Asia Network on Dams, Rivers & People
(An edited version of this appeared at: http://
www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/chronicle-of-a-tragedy-foretold/article6420015.ece)

Flood Forecast map of CWC has no sites to forecast floods in J & K

4

http://www.tribuneindia.com/2014/20141007/j&k.htm#12
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Yettinahole Diversion Project DPR: New Avtaar, Old Problems
Like a many-headed serpent, Yettinahole (Netravathi)
Ziversion Project refuses to die. Every time one of its
head is cut, it grows a new head.
Following criticism of the Project Report (based on which
Karnataka Government had already made budget provisions in 2013), a new DPR of the project has been prepared in December 2013 by EIT RIP JV which tries to
amend blatantly illegal stands taken earlier. However,
after scratching the surface, it is clear that the DPR is
just as illegal and dangerous as the interim Project Report was.
Yettinahole, or rightly the Netravathi Diversion Project
has always been a political project, visualized to earn
political mileage and brownie points. Veerappa Moily
originally from Dakshin Kannada, moved to
Chikkaballpur constituency in 2009, from when he
started pushing the project strongly. As the Environment
Minister, Moily also laid the foundation stone of the
project in Chikkaballapur, just before the Loksabaha
Elections in March 2014 [iii]. Strategically, the stone was
laid in Chikkaballapur and not in Hassan, from where
the water actually be diverted. No political party has
opposed the project consistently.
Even before a complete DPR, Karnataka 12-14 Budget
of the Congress Government allocated nearly 2800 crores
for this scheme. The current govt lost no time and directly awarded contracts worth nearly 1000 Crores to
Hindustan Construction Company, in a joint venture
with GVPRL, without any clearances or any public consultations.
Before the laying of the foundation stone of the project,
SANDRP had presented a detailed analyses if the Project

Protests against Yettinahole Project in Hassan Photo: The Hindu

Vindicating SANDRP’s contention about illegalities in the Yettinahole Project Report, the newly
made Detailed Project Report has made an attempt to superficially cover these illegalities.
However, after scratching the surface, we find
the DPR of the Project is a seriously flawed document and the colossal 13000+ Crore Rs. project
will lead to irreparable loss of Western Ghats
and Dakshin Kannada region, without significant benefits to the supposed beneficiary region.
Kolar and Chikkaballapur will not receive even
half of the diverted water and more than 10 villages may be submerged.
Report proving how the project is violating Environmental Protection Act by evading Environmental Clearance.
A number of eminent personalities from Karnataka had
jointly written to the MoEF to appraise the Project for
EC. In response to this, the MoEF had written to the
Karnataka Govt and Karnataka Neeravari Nigam Limited (KNNL), seeking clarifications on the nature of the
project. Although this move was triggered due to the
submission made by SANDRP and other groups, we
never saw KNNL’s response despite specifically asking
for it. We only saw MoEF’s lame justification, bailing
out KNNL and Karnataka Government and turning a
blind eye to the huge impacts of the project.
When Karnataka CM Siddramaiah was about to lay the
foundation stone along with Mr. Moily, SANDRP wrote
an open letter to him, as the Environment Minister, asking a direct question as to how can he himself formally
initiate a scheme which is blatantly violating laws governed by his own Ministry. Following this, the ceremony
was cancelled, only to be held surreptitiously later.
During all this, there was huge and unprecedented opposition to the project from Dakshin Kannada and
Mangalore. Farmers, students, workers, women groups
all came together, united in their opposition against a
project that would divert their Netravathi. People
stopped trains, organized hundreds of dharnas, boycotted
voting, organised signature drives, etc. Leaders in all
hues came together in a rare show of discontent. On the
day of foundation stone laying, people in Dakshin
Kannada voluntarily observed a strict Bandh. Funnily
enough, even the beneficiary district of Chikkaballpur
opposed the project as the 2.82 TMC water that it would
be getting after so much of fanfare was too meager, in
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Despite the unprecedented protests from the
entire Dakshin Kannada District and in the face
of 2014 Loksabha Elections, foundation stone
was laid on a dais in Chikkaballapur. The dais
was burgeoning under the weight of several political strongmen.
This event stands out as an example of undemocratic behavior for an elected government.
the face of the grand promises of lush fields and no worries.
The Government of Karnataka did not hold a single
public meeting in Dakshin Kannada, trying to understand and address people’s apprehensions. When eminent personalities from Dakshin Kannada planned to
hold a National Consultation on Yettinahole Diversion
in NIT Suratkhal in August 2013, the meeting was cancelled at the last minute due to political pressure on the
organizers.
As things stand now, the project does not have Environmental Clearance, Forest Clearance, Wildlife Clearance,
has not started rehabilitation and resettlement of over
10 villages that it will submerge, but its work can start
at any moment.
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to weirs, raising mains that run for several kilometers
are nearly 5 kms wide, 3 Delivery Chambers (DC) and a
gravity canal taking waters from Weirs 3, 4 and 5 to
Doddanagara (DC 3) in the Western Ghats forests.
From the weirs, 85 cumecs (Cubic Meters per second)
water will be drawn 24*7 in the six months of JuneNovember.
This will be delivered through 4 Delivery Chambers with
the last DC: DC 4 at Haravanahalli.
Phase II: From DC 4, water will be diverted to a canal
running 274 kilometers, cutting across the ridge line
dividing Cauvery and Krishna Basins and culminating
at a Balancing Reservoir at Byragondlu and Thumbadi,
in Koratgere Taluk. Thumbadi Reservoir will store about
3 TMC water and will submerge nearly 700 hectares of
land and three villages while Balancing Reservoir at
Byragondlu will store 5.7 TMC water and will submerge
7 villages and an area of about 2000 hectares. The Reservoir at Devaranyadurga, which was proposed in the
Project Report has been replaced by these two.
It includes construction of several storage tanks and
reservoirs for en route water supply. It will also delivery
water to T.G. Halli and Hesarghatta Reservoirs, which
supply water to Bangalore. It also plans to supply water
to Devanhalli Industrial Area.

SANDRP accessed the Detailed Project Report (DPR) of
the Project from local activists, who obtained it under
RTI. Analysis of the DPR reveals a number of issues.
KNNL has drastically changed the initial Project Report, avoiding mention of contentious issues we had
raised like hydropower generation, irrigation component,
etc., thus strongly vindicating the objections raised.
However, going further, it is clear that these changes
are cosmetic. Deeper problems and severe unstudied
impacts of the scheme remain.
SANDRP analyzed 4 volumes of the DPR and Annexures
of the Project. What follows is some myth busting about
the Yettinahole Detailed Project Report.
1.

What is the Current Project? Is it different
from the last Project Report?

While the Project Report of June 2012 was titled: ‘Scheme
for diversion of flood water from Sakleshpura (West) to
Kolar/ Chikkaballapura Districts (East)’, the DPR dated
December 2013 has taken out all the random stuff on
Kolar and Chikkaballapura and simple calls it as
“Yettinahole Project”.
Current Project as per the DPR, is divided in Two Phases.
Phase I: 8 weirs will be built in the Western Ghats, on
the streams Yettinahole, Kerihole, Kadumanehole and
Hongadahalla. It also includes several pump houses next
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Left: People protesting by stopping trains Photo: News Karnataka

The project envisages constructing 7 additional storage
reservoirs and 10 major canals. Water will also be used
to fill more than 500 Minor Irrigation (MI) Tanks in many
districts and taluks.
It is amazing how the project envisages filling MI Tanks
to 50% capacity: The DPR says that water will be pumped
and released to the highest point and an additional sluice
gate will be made to all MI tanks to let water flow into
the cascading MI tank. This sounds highly impractical
and is also againt the local rainwater harvesting spirit
in which many of the old tanks were made.The project
also includes constructing over 100 bridges in villages
and nearly 100 road brides on major roads.
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So although details have changed, the basic of the project
remain the same. There is no change in Western Ghats,
except for the fact that not 24 TMC, but 47 TMC water
will be pumped now!
2.

What is the cost of this current Project? Can
the cost be borne easily by KNNL or
Karnataka Government?

The cost of the Project as per DPR stands at nearly 13000
Crore Rs. as per 12-13 price line. This exceeds the entire 13-14 years’ budget of the Karnataka Water Resources Department, which stands at 8007 Crores and
is nearly five times the annual budget of KNNL, the
implementing agency.This is a colossal amount of money
to spend to convey approximately 7 TMC water to Kolar
and Chikkaballapur and other nonspecific projects.
3.

Who are the main beneficiaries? Will Kolar
and Chikkaballpur really get 24 TMC water
as promised?

The supposed beneficiaries of the project are several
towns, villages, cities and industrial areas and No, Kolar
and Chikkaballapur again lose out and get only about 7
TMC water.
4.

Then who will be getting this water?

The DPR puts out a diffuse list of beneficiaries including Bangalore urban area through TG Halli and
Hesarghatta Reservoir and the Devanhalli Industrial
Hub. There are no population projections or future need
calculations for this region like all other regions and at
no place does the DPR say that water will go to Bangalore. However, TG Halli and Hesaraghtaa reservoirs are
both used by the Bangalore Water Supply and Sanitation Board [xii]for Bangalore City and in the last Budget, the government had itself stated that water will be
used for Bangalore Urban Area’s needs.
A review of beneficiaries:
• Bangalore gets 3 TMC water: The DPR says that
about 3 TMC water will be released to TG Halli and
Hesargahtta Reservoirs and for the Devanhalli Area.
• Minor Irrigation Tanks and hence irrigation
gets maximum water at 9 TMC: Nearly 9 TMC
water will be used for filling more than 500 MI tanks
upto 50% of their live storage capacity. This water
will be supposedly used for “groundwater recharge”.
There are several participatory, cheap and sustainable ways for recharging groundwater, which seem
to have been rejected in favor of long distance transfer. In any case, this groundwater recharge will be
used for agriculture, as most of the agriculture there
depends on groundwater and hence, the project qualifies for Environmental Clearance.
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• The project is being pushed for the drought affected
taluks in Kolar Chikkaballapur and Tumkur and even
a brief glance at the calculation shows that even in
2023-24, the drinking water demand of these places
cumulatively will be just 12 TMC! Then why are we
diverting 24 TMC water, double of the ten years’ estimate?
5.

What is the basis for diverting 24.01 TMC?

The report provides no justification about why 24 TMC
is supposed to be diverted. In fact, after population calculations and making provisions for drinking water supply for the beneficiary districts and villages, the DPR
simply states : “This has resulted in a balance availability of 8.9 TMC” . This is a strange statement to make.
What is meant by “balance availability”? Is there compulsion for diverting 24 TMC by hook or by crook from
the Western Ghats?
6.

24 TMC Diversion? No 47 TMC Diversion!

The project envisages diverting 85 cumecs (Cubic Metres
per second) water, purportedly for six months of JuneNovember. The DPR states that pumps will function 24*7
during this period. Even a simple, back-of-the-envelope
calculation indicates that 85 cumecs diversion leads to
nearly 47 TMC diverted over six months and not 24 TMC,
as is claimed.
7.

Was there a detailed hydrological study to arrive at 24 TMC diversion?

The proponents have no flow data from individual
streams. The 13,000 Crores project is to be based on
shoddy hydrology data.
They have used gauge data from Bantwal across
Netrvathi, which is approximately 60-70 kilometers
downstream and in a completely different eco-region
from the hills. This gauge data is simply extrapolated
based on catchment area of each stream. This is highly
unscientific.
The earlier Project Report used an entirely different
method for calculating this yield, based in rainfall in
individual catchments. Interesting to see that although
to different methods were used by two different reports,
divertible yield is exactly the same to the last decimal
point of 24.01 TMC!
The fact of the matter is that there have been no scientific studies to find out the level of safe diversion. The
DPR makes a fantastic statement in conclusion to the
effect that:
“According to the revised computations, the divertible
yield has been assessed as 22.14.TMC. However,
Prof.Rama Prasad, who has conducted the Hydrology
studies has opined that the yield of 22.14 TMC at 50%
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dependability is very much on a conservative side and
24.01 TMC of divertible yield is available across the
streams. This has been taken note off and for the present
proposal, 24.01 TMC of water has been considered as
the divertible yield from the selected streams to proceed further regarding finalization of the scheme in total.”
This just shows the random way in which divertible yield
has been fixed!
8.

How about the downstream Impacts of this
diversion, which was the main reason for protests in Dakshin Kannada and Mangalore?
Were the impacts studied?

There has been NO assessment of downstream water
needs or impacts of this diversion on the downstream
people or ecosystems. The DPR just ‘assumes’ that there
will not be any impact on downstream users of ecology!
This is evidently misleading. One example of the problem in such assumption is that the flow data of
Hongadahalla maintained by KPCL (given in Annex)
indicates that flow in streams like Hongadhalla in August near the gauging point, has not exceeded even 20
cumecs. However, the according to the DPR[xiv], arrangement has been made to divert a whopping 30
cumecs from Hongadhalla from Weir 7 during JuneNovember. This means that in the downstream, the rivulet will be rendered dry.
9.

Was Impact Assessment for Western Ghats
conducted?

The project proponent has not even clarified as to what
will be forest land required for diversion. The section on
Impact Assessment in the EMP deals largely with the
beneficiary region without dealing with impacts on
Wesetrn Ghats at all. There has been no study on eflows
as per the HLWG (High Level Working Group on Western Ghats/ Kasturirangan Committee Report)report, no
study of estuarine fisheries, no study of drinking water
needs.
10. Will there be profound impacts in the downstream region?
Yes. Yettinahole Project will “divert” water out of the
basin and unlike most other irrigation or hydropower
projects, the water will be permanently lost from the
basin. The ecosystem and livelihoods in the downstream
are closely linked to the hydrology of the Netravathi. In
fact even in June, which is supposed to be a “peak season” for diversion, Mangalore and other parts of Dakshin
Kannada have been facing water shortages. In addition,
there are several estuarine and riverine fishermen dependent on the Netravathi for their livelihoods. There
are many industrial areas, SEZs coming up in Mangalore
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which will be needing more water. While there has been
a prospective study of the population and water demand
growth of the beneficiary region in the DPR, there has
been not even a mention of Mangalore and its increasing needs in the future in the DPR, highlighting the bias
of the proponents.
There are several functioning mini hydel projects on the
individual streams as well as tributaries which depend
on the assured flow from upstream. They have not even
been consulted before this decision was taken.
11. Will there be a severe impact on Ecology and
Wildlife?
The project falls within 10 kms boundary of the
Pushpagiri Sanctuary, one of the specific World Heritage Sites in the Western Ghats. The entire region has
exceptional biodiversity. The project also affects the
Mysore Elephant Reserve.
The region has exceptional fish biodiversity, with several new species being discovered from the region. There
have been efforts to declare this area as a specific fish
sanctuary. Despite this, the Environmental Management
Plan of the DPR states that the fish diversity in most
streams is “Poor”. This is a very irresponsible and misleading statement.
Man Animal Conflicts in Sakaleshpura are on a rise.
Mega infrastructural activities envisaged in Yettinahole
Project will worsen the situation further. There has been
no mention of this.

Severe downstream impacts and drying up of
streams due to Yettinahole project reminds one
of the tale of Sage Durvasa, meditating on the
banks of the Tunga, not very far from Dakshin
Kannada. Durvasa loved the river and was
known for his short temper. As Bheema dammed
the flowing River, Durvasa was agitated to see
dried up river bed in the downstream.
Yudhishthira saw this and advised Bheema to
break the dam himself, to avoid the wrath of
Sage Durvasa. Bheema relented and broke the
dam, to allow the free flow of the river once more.
(One of India’s first decommissioned dams?)
12. Considering the impacts and the strong opposition from Dakshin Kannada, were any
public consultations held?
No. there has not been a single open public consultation
held by the proponents or the Karnataka Government
in the affected region. This indicates lack of respect for
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democratic values and transparency. Shockingly to the
question: “ Have-public debates about utility of projects
been held and the response thereof outlined in the Report?” has been answered as “Yes” in the DPR.
In fact there has been no such report in the DPR.
The DPR also states: 1.14: “Many public meetings have
been held by the Govt. to make the people aware of the
importance of the scheme both in the initial reaches and
the end reaches of the project.”
This is entirely false as no such meeting has been held
on Dakshin Kannada where informed discussions can
be held.
To conclude:
Yettinahole diversion or Netravathi Diversion Project is
an extremely costly ( 13000 Crores +) project of the
Karnataka Government. It has been based on weak hydrology, nonexistent impact assessment of the downstream region, no Forest Clearance, no Wildlife Clearance and no public consultations. It is violating Environment (Protection) Act 1986, Forest (Conservation) Act
1980 and Wildlife (Protection)Act 1972. As has been
proved by SANDRP, Karnataka has violated Environmental Laws in the recent past[xix].
The project provides no justification for diverting 24
TMC, plans to divert more volume than that, most of
which is meant for urban areas and irrigation, without
options assessment of cheaper and more sustainable
options.
The project has illegally awarded tenders worth Rs 1000
crores without clearances.
In the interest of ecology, downstream population of
Dakshin Kannada, public resources, wildlife, World
Heritage sites and even future generations, at least until we have basis for informed decisions including a credible EIA, SIA, Options assessment and participatory
decision making process, Projects like Yettinahole need
to be shelved. Already multiple PILs against the project
have been filed in the High Court and routed to the NGT.
We hope NGT will also take a strong view on the serious
issues involved here.
Let us hope that Netravathi flows unhindered and continues to support human and non-humans alike like she
has been doing for centuries. Even for the areas claimed
to be benefiting from the project, there are cheaper, sustainable and credible options available than this mega
project.
- Parineeta Dandekar
(parineeta.dandekar@gmail.com)
(We are specifically thankful to Kishore Kumar
Hongadhalla, from Hassan for all his help.)
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Riverfront Development in India: Cosmetic make up on deeper wounds
There is a rush of riverfront development schemes in
India. We have heard of Sabarmati Riverfront Development being drummed many times, followed by the proposed rejuvenation of Ganga and Yamuna, supposedly
on the lines of Sabarmati.
Concrete wall embankments, reclamation of the riverine floodplains and commercialisation of the reclaimed
land are innate components of these projects. Activities
promoted on riverfronts typically include promenades,
boat trips, shopping, petty shops, restaurants, theme
parks, walk ways and even parking lots inside encroached river beds!
This kind of riverfront development essentially changes
the ecological and social scape of the river transforming
it into an urban commercial space.
The Sabarmati Riverfront Development in
Ahmedabad city, supposed to be designed on the lines of
the Thames in London or Seine in Paris, was projected
as a pioneering project in riverfront development.
The project was proposed by Environmental Planning
Collaborative, an Ahmedabad-based urban planning
consultancy firm in 1997. The riverfront on either side
of the Sabarmati for 10.4 kms was proposed to be developed, reclaiming about 185 ha of land by constructing
embankments and roads, laying water supply lines and
trunk sewers, building pumping stations, and developing gardens and promenades. Construction of the project
started in 2005.

A cursory glance at the existing river restoration/ improvement/beautification schemes indicates that the ‘rejuvenation’ discourse in the
country revolves mainly around recreational and
commercial activities. It is more about real estate than river.
What does riverfront development entail? Is it
river restoration? Are the millions of rupees
spent on riverfront development schemes justified? Will it help in saving our damaged rivers?
These questions need to be explored before accepting the current model of riverfront development as either replicable or laudable.
front settlements, gardens, walkways, amusement
parks, golf course, water sports etc. Some part of it was
utilised for public purpose, such as roads.
The sale of reclaimed land created by the project is expected to cover the full cost of the project. The project
was implemented through a Special Purpose Vehicle
called the Sabarmati Riverfront Development Corporation Ltd. The project cost was estimated to be in the
range of Rs 11,520 million. Around two thirds of this
amount has already been spent.
Even though the project has been modeled as one of “best
practice” by several financing institutions, it has also
drawn severe criticism for poor rehabilitation of the displaced disrupting the nexus of shelter, livelihood and
services of urban poor, lack of transparency in the execution and for tampering with the carrying capacity of
the river.
No Environment Impact Assessment of the project has
been conducted nor any credible public consultation process held.

Untreated sewage and industrial effluent are discharged into
Sabarmati River near Vasna Barrage downstream of
Riverfront project. Photo: Author

The mainstay of the project was the sale of riverfront
property. 21 per cent of the 185 ha of reclaimed land
which was developed by concretising the river bank was
sold to private developers for commercial purpose. Activities hosted on this reclaimed land were recreational
and commercial activities in restaurants, shops, water22

Sabarmati channel has been uniformly narrowed to 275
metres during the riverfront development project from
its natural width of about 350 metres, minimum width
being 330 metres. In this attempt of “pinching the river”,
the original character of the river has changed completely from a seasonally flowing river to an impounded
tank.
The water impounded in this stretch is not even
Sabarmati’s water, but rather the waters of the
Narmada, on which the city of Ahmedabad or Sabarmati
has no right. This water was justified and meant for the
drought prone areas of Kutch, Saurashtra and North
Gujarat.
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The Yamuna: Can one imperfect project inspire another?
Many rivers like the Yamuna, Ganga, Mithi,
Brahmaputra etc. are now proposed to be ‘developed’ on
the lines of the Sabarmati by different government agencies.
Recently, the newly-elected BJP-led Central Government
sent a team of bureaucrats to Gujarat to study the feasibility of replicating the Sabarmati Riverfront Development Project for cleaning the Yamuna. Despite the concerns about the flooding of the Yamuna, the team is exploring ways of replicating the Sabarmati Model.

Narmada Canal waters being released into Sabarmati
upstream of Ahmedabad and the Riverfront
Development Project Photo: Author

In the entire process, there has been no cleaning of the
river either. The project has only transferred the polluted water, carrying untreated sewage and toxic effluents from Ahmedabad city and district industries to the
river downstream from Vasna barrage.
The reclaimed land and the narrowing of the channel
have adversely affected the carrying capacity of the river.
The project was stalled during August 2006 to March
2007 due to heavy floods. Prior to the floods, the river’s
maximum carrying capacity had been calculated at 4.75
lakh cusecs on the basis of rainfall over the last 100 years.
The floods however proved the calculation wrong.
The National Institute of Hydrology and the Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee re-evaluated the project
design. Their report said “the calculations did not take
into account any simultaneous rainfall over the entire
catchment area”. The report also states that riverfront
development is “not a flood control scheme”, and that
the municipal corporation will have to work out other
measures to meet the impending challenge of floods.
The project has also been heavily criticised for the poor
rehabilitation of the evicted slum population. A Public
Interest Litigation was filed in the Gujarat High Court
by the Sabarmati Nagarik Adhikar Manch, supported
by several other non-governmental organisations to ensure justice and bring transparency to the process. According to the High Court orders, at least 11,000 affected
families were to be rehabilitated and resettled by the
Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation. Over 3,000 people
have been moved to a marshland in the outskirts of the
city with negligible compensation, little and infrequent
access to drinking water and minimal sanitation facilities.

Reclaiming the floodplains to create a concrete riverfront,
as in Ahmedabad, could be ecologically unsound and even
dangerous for Delhi which is already vulnerable to floods.
In fact the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change
put Delhi amongst the three cities at highest risk of
floods, globally. The sediment load in Yamuna is very
high and the non-channelised river rises by over four
meters during peak monsoon flooding. Risk of flooding
will increase several fold for a channelised river.
An expert committee appointed by the Ministry of Environment and Forests to examine the Yamuna River Front
Development Scheme of the Delhi Development Authority recommended scrapping of the ambitious plan for
developing recreational facilities, parking lots and promenades. The committee was formed following an order
from the National Green Tribunal, drawn in response to
a petition filed by activists and Yamuna Jiye Abhiyaan
convener Manoj Misra. The committee pointed out that
recreational spots located in active floodplain areas
would kill the river and would reduce its flood-carrying
capacity, increasing flooding and pollution.
The city of Noida however has decided to go ahead
with the Rs 200-crore Yamuna Riverfront Development
Project that Greater Noida Authority has planned. The
project involves developing recreational facilities like
parks, yoga centres, picnic spots and sports centres, polo
grounds, golf course etc. on Hindon and Yamuna floodplains. Here again, the project has nothing to do with
sustaining, cleaning, rejuvenation of the river.
Spare the Ganga!
The National Ganga River Basin Authority was shifted
from the environment ministry to the water resources
ministry recently. The new name for the Ministry of
Water Resources is Ministry of Water Resources, River
Development and Ganga Rejuvenation. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi assigned the specially-created ministry
for cleaning the Ganga to Uma Bharati, who was quoted
in print media as saying, “If Sabarmati can be cleaned,
all other rivers can also be made better.” But what Uma
Bharati seems to have missed is that the Sabarmati has
NOT been cleaned, it has merely transferred the pol23
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The priority for river rejuvenation is restoring
its water quality, freshwater flow and not
riverbank beautification. More than Rs. 20,000
crore have been spent on cleaning the Ganga in
the past 28 years under the Ganga Action Plan.
Even so, the water quality in the Ganga has
declined to the extent that it is now unfit even
for irrigation or bathing.
luted water downstream of the 10.4 km stretch. So, can
the Sabarmati model be replicated at Ganga? And even
if it is replicated, will it help the cause or the river or
river rejuvenation?
A number of apprehensions have been raised in this regard. “The so-called Sabarmati model won’t work for the
Ganga. The Sabarmati has neither been cleaned nor
rejuvenated,” Himanshu Thakkar, SANDRP told
Openindia News. He further points out that the
Sabarmati Model survives on water from the Narmada
canal in Ahmedabad city, which would not be possible in
the case of Ganga. Any “cosmetic treatments” will not
work for Ganga, just as they have not worked for
Sabarmati.
More about real estate than rivers
While there are experts opposing replication of
Sabarmati Riverfront Project on Ganga and Yamuna
River, there are several other riverfront projects which
are inspired by the Sabarmati Project and which are
being pushed without any kind of studies or impact assessment.

plazas and parks, conference facilities, parking lots, infrastructure for floating restaurants, and many others.
Will such scale of real estate development leave any room
for the river or its revitalisation?
Again, the Technical Bid Document released by the
Lucknow Development Authority for the Gomti
Riverfront Development Project in Lucknow has no
component of water treatment or river restoration, even
as it projects a landscape-based development project,
which will also look at “reclaiming” the river banks for
activities like shops, entertainment area, promenades,
etc. Neither is there any mention of maintaining adequate flow in Gomti, treating its sewage, conserving
its floodplains, or any other ecological angles.
The Pune Municipal Corporation, already noted for
chronically polluting the Mula and Mutha rivers flowing through the heart of the city, has sanctioned the
Pune Riverfront Project, under the aegis of the
Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission
(JNNURM). The project envisages channelising the river,
introducing barrages to maintain water levels, introducing navigation, development of the riparian zone as entertainment and shopping areas, parking lots and so on.
This “improvement” project has not taken into consideration the once-in-a-hundred-years-flood in Pune, even
as it plans to constrict the river further, thus encroaching upon the riverbed. Creation of stagnant pools through
barrages will result in backwater effect on the many
nallahs that join the river. These Nallahs routinely flood
the adjoining areas during the rainy season and additional backwater in these nallahs will worsen the situation further. The project also does not say a word about
treating water quality, but envisages building drainage

The Brahmaputra Riverfront Development Project is an example.
While on one hand Guwahati is struggling to cope with the flood prone nature of the Brahmaputra River, the
Assam government plans to implement ‘Brahmaputra Riverfront Development Project’ through the
Guwahati Metropolitan Development
Authority (GMDA). The foundation of
the project was laid by the Chief Minister Tarun Gogoi in February 2013.
The project plans to achieve maximum possible reclamation. The
project plan talks of revitalisation of
the river ecology and strengthening
of riverbanks through soil bio-engineering on one hand, and on the other
inducts several urban features on its
agenda such as a promenade, ghats,
24

Riparian vegetation on the banks of Godavari being destroyed for concretization of
banks in flood prone zone Photo: Author
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lines inside the riverbed and carrying the sewage out of
Pune city limits. This hardly qualifies as river rejuvenation or restoration. A case has been filed against this
project in the National Green Tribunal.
In the Goda Park (Godavari Riverfront Project) in
Nashik, Maharashtra, the Nashik Municipal Corporation (NMC) has been hankering after beautification of
Godavari’s banks through laser shows, musical fountains, rope-way, multi-purpose meeting hall, garden,
water sports, canteens etc., ignoring the pressing issues
of water quality. The project has been handed over to
the Reliance Foundation by NMC without any public
consultation or discussions.
After the catastrophic floods of 26 July 2005, when the
Mithi river flooded some of the most densely populated
areas claiming nearly 1000 lives, the Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai (MCGM) and Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority (MMRDA) have
made a plan to “restore” the river. The Mithi Riverfront
Development involves desilting, beautification and
building of a retaining wall. MMRDA has planned to
beautify the stretch of 1.5 km (10 Ha) which lies right
amidst mangroves by developing a promenade on a PPP
(Public Private Partnership) basis. Interestingly, the
Mukesh Ambani-led Reliance Foundation and Standard
Chartered bank have been selected for this project. This
project also falls in the Coastal Regulation Zones (CRZ)
II and III. The CRZ authority in its 82nd meeting refused to allow any reclamation or construction activities in this stretch and has asked MMRDA to take prior
permission of High Court if the proposal involves destruction of mangroves.
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The real impact of urbanising rivers
All riverfront projects discussed above are essentially
bank beautification and real estate development projects
having little to do with restoration of the river. There is
neither social or environmental impact assessment, nor
regulation or democratic and participatory decision
making process in the riverfront projects.
Such projects aim at commodifying rivers to develop
urban scapes; they ignore the ecological as well as social
setting of Indian rivers and the fact that challenges here
are significantly different from the foreign models that
we are aspiring to emulate. A blind replication will result in further degradation of the rivers and wastage of
public funds, benefitting real estate players and a section of the urban middle class alone.
At the same time, none of the models seem to borrow
the increasingly eco-centric view of river restoration in
the west wherein rivers are given more room to flow,
and river restoration is akin to riparian restoration and
de-channelisation. River pollution governance is exemplary there, storm water is retained and recharged
through innovative measures like storm water parks or
green sponge areas and urban communities constitute
an important stakeholder in the process.
It is time to recognise that our rivers too need genuine
rejuvenation rather than ‘riverfront’ development. Trying to impose cosmetic layers on deeper wounds wrought
by drying up, encroachment, pollution and real estate
development will achieve nothing.
- Amruta Pradhan (amrutapradhan@gmail.com)
(An edited version of this article has appeared in
India Together and SANDRP blog)

Godavari River with its bank vegetation intact. This will be destroyed for the riverfront project Photo: Author
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Varanasi’s Ganga Wastewater Management:
Why has it remained such an Intractable Problem?1
Dr Kelly D. Alley (ALLEYKD@auburn.edu), Auburn University, USA
Varanasi is newsworthy these days, situated symbolically and politically in the new Prime Minister’s agenda.
In his victory speech, the PM-elect Narendra Modi vowed
to clean the sacred river Ganga. After assuming the office of Prime Minister, he reiterated the vow and pledged
renewed efforts for Ganga cleanup.
Three months later, a skeptical Supreme Court reviewed
the new government’s Ganga Plan and remarked that
with this approach the river will not be cleaned in 200
years. The Supreme Court asked for the full details of
the cleanup plan, and inserted its role as a monitor over
central government plans. The government has reportedly submitted a new plan to the court, but no details
are available yet in the public domain. However, from
media reports, it seems the plan is not very different
from what has been done in the name of the Ganga Action Plan so far.
As residents and sympathetic outsiders know, the wastewater problem in this sacred, ancient city is seemingly
intractable. In order to implement lasting solutions to
the recurring river pollution scenario, we need to investigate the current situation. I just completed a field trip
to this special city that many call Banaras. I visited all
the existing and planned components of the wastewater
collection, treatment, and disposal system. In this article I will try to create a visual map of the wastewater
infrastructure and management problems and define the
current lines of command and control within the vast
and overlapping water, environment, and public health
bureaucracies. This should help to identify systemic
problems in each that need to be addressed when charting a new direction.
The seemingly intractable problems of Ganga clean up (rejuvenation will need so much more than just a clean up) in
Banaras can be divided into three categories. First, there
are governance problems that are related to how decisions
on technologies, scale, operators and siting are made. These
include problems with the solicitation, selection, and implementation of projects, especially the design and construction and operation and maintenance of sewers, sewage
pumping stations and sewage treatment plants. Second,
there are serious infrastructure problems that are part of
the complexity of this ancient city.
Third, there is a real electrical power supply problem.
Securing continuous electrical power for sewage pump-

1

ing stations and wastewater treatment facilities is a low
priority, and emergency standby generators are not used
when the grid-provided power is unavailable. As a result, the intermittent operation of sewage pumping stations and sewage treatment plants is ineffective in protecting water quality in Ganga and in provisioning safe
drinking water and sanitation in Varanasi.
When the sewerage infrastructure is operated intermittently, the treatment technology cannot treat the wastewater adequately, and the concentration of contaminants
and water quality indicators such as total suspended
sewage solids (TSS) and biological oxygen demand
(BOD), heavy metals, toxic organic compounds, and the
Most Probable Number (MPN/100ml) of fecal coliform
bacteria—indicating the presence of enteric waterborne
disease pathogens in the treated effluent—remain high.
So in a way providing partial power to a sewage treatment plant does not do the work and is therefore a largely
inoperable, non-functional, sunk cost.
Governance
The Government of India established the Ganga Action
Plan in 1986 to lead the way in river pollution control
programs. In 2009, the Government declared the Ganga
a national river and established the National Ganga
River Basin Authority. The National Mission Clean
Ganga (NMCG)—the implementing agency under this
Authority—is now housed in the Ministry of Water Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation
under the Government of India. The Mission Director is
the chief executive of the NMCG.
At the state level in Uttar Pradesh, there is a state Project
Management Group (PMG) chaired by the Chief Minister. It includes members from the State Ministries of
Environment and Irrigation, the Uttar Pradesh Pollution
Control Board and the state water commissions. The State
PMG decides whom to select for work, and in most cases
uses the Uttar Pradesh Jal Nigam (the state level sewage engineers) to execute wastewater project work.
The State PMG can outsource consultancy work and allocate projects to NGOs as well; although in all cases, it
has allocated the wastewater engineering work to the
Uttar Pradesh Jal Nigam. These layers of committee
membership create a vast water bureaucracy at the state
level in addition to the committee memberships and of-

A blog with more pictures can be found at: http://sandrp.wordpress.com/2014/09/25/varanasis-ganga-wastewater-management-why-has-itremained-such-an-intractable-problem/
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ficers at the Central level. They are not independent
regulators, monitors and compliance officers (which are
needed) but contributors and benefactors of political and
profitable decisions in the ongoing issuing of contracts,
clearances and other approvals.
This is a big problem because any contract for sewerage
work must pass through all these departments and
boards, with money wasted on bids and approvals for
specific projects. In addition there is no other implementing agency in Varanasi so if the UP Jal Nigam’s work is
shoddy or even fraudulent, then the Ganga River and
the whole city suffers without an alternative. This situation is well known to Banaras residents who will complain daily that funds meant to improve the sewerage
system are simply eaten up by various agencies while
wastewater is diverted into the sacred river without
treatment.
In addition, the foreign donor agency, the Japan International Cooperation Agency or JICA, has been present
in Varanasi for many years to advise and assist with
capacity building and technological cooperation for the
Ganga Action Plan. Apart from controlling the flow of
funds, however, it appears that JICA has worked within
the current lines of command and control, thereby helping to perpetuate rather than reform the system.
Infrastructure
So what is the current situation with the main wastewater drains? The main drains for the city are the Nagwa
drain, located in the south and upstream of the main
city, and Khirki nallah, located in the north downstream
of the main bathing ghats. The Ganga flows northward
at Banaras (see map). The Varuna River enters from
the west and circles the outer part of the older sacred
city complex before draining into the
Ganga at the downstream or northern
end. In the last year the Varuna River
has turned into a wastewater pond upstream of the barrage recently built under the Puranapul Bridge that crosses
the Varuna River. The Varuna river
banks downstream of that barrage have
also become the dumping grounds for all
forms of solid waste and the entire landscape is hellish. One wonders how the
communities in the vicinity can survive.
The existing wastewater management
facilities include three sewage treatment
plants, five sewage pumping stations
along the ghats, and one main sewage
pumping station at Konia. The Konia
pumps are supposed to pump up to 80
million liters of sewage per day to the
Dinapur treatment plant located in the
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trans-Varuna neighborhood of Dinapur village, if they
work at full capacity. However they rarely do.
For instance, only one screw pump was working on the
day of my visit, so that means it was running at 1/3 its
capacity. This would also mean that the Dinapur treatment plant was receiving only 1/3 of the wastewater it
is capable of treating, according to its nominal treatment
capacity, and therefore it was running at 1/3 capacity.
However to be exact one would have to know how many
hours the one pump operates each day of the week and
then the capacity factor can be calculated. For instance,
if the pumping station runs at 1/3 capacity for only 6 of
the 24 hours each day then the capacity factor would be
1/12 or about 8%.
If capacity factors of the pumping stations and treatment plants are taken into account in a Life Cycle Cost
assessment then the cost per unit volume (ML) of treated
sewage would sky rocket. The UP Jal Nigam does not
keep a daily operational log with data like energy usage
data, and thus there are no metrics, no measures, and
no good management practices. This adds up to a lack of
proper governance. Many monitoring committees have
made visits to site facilities but have failed to correct
the daily malfunctioning of the entire system. On my
trip to videotape the Khirki wastewater drain in late
June, I said to the boatman taking me, “So they release
this water into Ganga ji at night and in early morning,
right? Like chup ke?” He replied, “No Madam not chup
ke. It is right there running wastewater all the time.
Everyone can see it, and they are not even bothering to
hide it!”
Below are current pictures of parts of the system that
have been damaged, destroyed or poorly maintained. The
map can be used to place these pictures in the city space.

Map of main infrastructure facilities in Varanasi
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Solid waste dumpsites just downstream of the Puranapul bridge.
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A drain in the trans Varuna region.

Another shot of Konia sewage pumping station
with only one screw pump working

Khirki Nallah, just upstream from the confluence of the Varuna &
Ganga rivers and downstream from the sacred city.

Low efficiency splasher aerators in the aeration basin
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Konia sewage pumping station. Only one screw pump is
working.

Power
We have to think about wastewater problems in the context of public health, environmental health, electrical
power supply and national and state priorities for power
distribution. In the current scenario using existing technologies and scales (there are better options for technology and scale), a significant amount of energy is required
to pump and treat wastewater using sewage pumping
stations and the activated sludge treatment process. In
India energy supplies are allocated to industrial and
urban needs long before they are distributed to sewage
treatment plants. Looking at the current energy scenario
in India it is not hard to see that wastewater pumping
and treatment require continuous power and are not
sustainable in the context of the current power deficit.
Biological secondary treatment using the Activated
Sludge Process (ASP) uses a significant amount of electricity to operate aeration equipment and mixers. Another technology used in Kanpur, the Upflow Anaerobic
Sludge Blanket (UASB), is also a capital and energy intensive process. With other demands high on the agenda,
it is unlikely that precious power will be available to
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Treated wastewater—it looks “clean” but the fecal coliform
content is usually in the range of 100,000 MPN/100ml to
1,000,000 MPN/100ml. This is well above safe levels for
bathing and human consumption.

run all the existing and proposed sewage pumping stations and sewage treatment plants on a daily basis now
and into the future if the existing technologies and scales
continue to be used.
Take Away Points
If wastewater infrastructure is built, it is done with large
government investments of public funds, sometimes with
capital from international banks; there is little private
equity to drive the process. Instead the costs of building
(and also poorly building) these facilities are absorbed
across a range of human services including public health,
education, housing and infrastructure. The costs of operating and maintaining sewage pumping stations and
treatment plants are also high and operation and maintenance of the facilities become a low priority after construction.
For instance, the sewage treatment plant laboratories
are ill-equipped and this means that the UP Jal Nigam
operators are unable to monitor, measure, and report
operational and water quality data. Due to the absence
of laboratory equipment, instruments and analytical
29
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capacity, they are not able to optimize the treatment
process. Generally the functional components of the sewerage infrastructure - the sewage pumping stations and
treatment plants - are overwhelmed by the dysfunctional
components and by the enormous pollution load. In this
way the functioning units in the system become important, not for effectively treating the waste but for projecting a façade of functional infrastructure, especially
when site visits by monitoring agencies are underway.
Yet the norm is that facilities are operated only periodically and usually below capacity, and the result is that
untreated wastewater is passed through open drains to
agricultural fields or rivers. During rains and the monsoon, wastewater combined with storm water flows directly into the Assi, Varuna, and Ganga Rivers.
This sacred city requires a competent participatory authority to master plan, design, select the right scales and technology, construct, operate and effectively maintain a comprehensive
wastewater collection, treatment
and reuse system. Its governance
requires clearly defined norms of
transparency, accountability and
participation.
A competent authority should connect central, state and municipal
levels and be accountable to the
residents of the city not just
through the municipal corporation
and its elected officials, but also
directly through norms of participatory governance. These governance reforms should include
clearly defined norms of transparency, accountability and participation that pertain to the entire system and to each component part—
the pumping stations, sewage and
water treatment plants, sewers
and associated facilities. A piecemeal approach with the Jal Nigam
exclusively at the helm has not
worked thus far and it has sunk
crores of rupees into poorly operated and maintained infrastructure, even in the face of national
and global attention and numerous judicial interventions to the
cause of Ganga cleanup. A careful
constitution of accountable engineering agencies, a welcoming approach in planning and implementation to citizen contributions, and
a vigilant monitoring of operations
30

and maintenance practices by concerned citizen groups
can go a long way to reforming the system. There is no
doubt that this cause runs deep in the hearts of every
Banaras resident.
Additional Information:
1)

Video of the run off coming through the Rajendra
Prasad ghat pumping station after a heavy rain in
June
2014:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ujBB2FLYkZM

2)

Video of Khirki Nallah in June 2014: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0KUXEw7DRg

3)

Video of Nagwa Nallah in June 2014:https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xraLNjdPg4&feature
=youtu.be

Nagwa wastewater drain, near the confluence of the Assi and Ganga and upstream of Assi
ghat and the raw (drinking) water intake point for the city. The non-functioning Nagwa
pumping station is in the background.
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A Photo Essay on the impacts of blasting & tunneling for hydropower
projects in Chamba & Kinnaur districts in Himachal Pradesh
Tunneling for hydropower project using the blasting technique can have massive impacts. It has a series of direct
and indirect impacts which have already been documented. Among the most serious impacts is drying up of
the natural drinking water springs and the reduction in

Most environmental and social impact assessments or
cumulative impact assessments do not even assess these
impacts. Many times the proponent get away claiming
that the impacts are not due to the projects, when in
reality all evidence shows that these are very much
caused by the tunneling and blasting being done as part of the construction of these projects.

This photo essay documents the
impacts of tunneling and blasting
for hydropower projects mainly in
Chamba and Kinnaur district of
Himachal Pradesh. In Chamba,
the impacts of Chamera III,
Chanju, Ginni, A.T. hydropower
projects and in Kinnaur district
Karcham Wangtoo and Nathpa
Jhakri Hydropower projects were
studied. It is noteworthy that impacts are not only limited to large
hydropower projects, but also to
what is defined as small hydropower projects (projects below 25
MW installed capacity). This
should also help puncture the misIn April 2012 there was a massive leakage in the 16 km long HRT of the 231 MW, Chamera III
project just above the Mokhar village in Chamba district leading to severe threat to the village conceived notion that small hydrodownhill so much so that the 40 families residing there had to be evacuated. This picture is of power projects are environmental
the Adit 6 of the tunnel. The leakage occurred during testing of the generating units. benign and they do not need environmental and social impact assub-soil moisture. This directly impacts the drinking
sessment, public consultations, appraisal, monitoring or
water availability for the local villagers as well as agricompliance.
culture and horticultural productivity, which is critically dependent upon the presence of sub-soil
moisture. Blasting for tunnels and
other underground components of
hydroelectricity projects creates
vibrations that have resulted in
cracks in houses situated near
these components.
Importance of impacts of tunneling and blasting becomes very
important since all run of the river
(ROR) projects involve tunneling
and blasting. Proponents claim
that ROR hydropower projects are
environment friendly, but most
people do not know that the tunneling and blasting adds an additional dimension to the impacts
due to ROR hydropower projects
and these can be very serious.

landslide near powerhouse of the Nathpa Jhakri project in Jhakri, 2014
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Research and
Action Collective,
Himachal Pradesh
See Blogs at:

Landslide just above the tunnel of Karcham Wangtoo project at Rangle.
This was activated during the 2013 monsoons

This photo essay is indicative of the
kind of impacts tunneling and blasting can have in the process of building hydropower projects in the
Himalayas. What it indicates if relevant not only for Himachal
Pradesh, but entire Himalayas and
all projects that involve such tunneling and blasting. We hope this photo
essay opens the eyes of state governments, Union Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change,
Union Ministry of Power, Union
Ministry of Water Resources, Central Electricity Authority, state environment departments, hydropower developers, EIA consultants,
chairman and members of Expert
Appraisal Committee on River Valley Projects, media, judiciary, civil
society and all others concerned.

Part 1: Impacts in Chamba
district:
http://sandrp.
wordpress.com/2014/10/01/
photo-essay-on-the-impactsof-blasting-and-tunnelingfor-hydropower-projects-inchamba-district-in-himachalpradesh-1/
Part 2: Impacts in Kinnaur
http://sandrp.
district:
wordpress.com/2014/10/02/
photo-essay-on-the-impactsof-blasting-and-tunnelingfor-hydropower-projects-inkinnaur-district-in-himachalpradesh-2/

Landslide in Nigulseri village. Locals claim that the tunnel of 1500 MW Nathpa Jhakri
Project had already disturbed the area which was further disturbed because of the
transmission tower construction for Baspa II and Karchham Wangtoo HEPs
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